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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

STATE OF UTAH

:

•-.fiuff/Appellee,

:

v.

:

TROY LYNN SCHULTZ,

:

Defendant/Appellant.

Case No. 20010775-CA

:
BRIEF OF APPELLANT

JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
This is an appeal mini .1 um\ IUHUI im jrson, J mud degree teiony, in violation of
Utah Code Ann. §76-6-102(1 l(b) (1999), in the Third Judicial Disrrut Court in and for Salt
Lake County, the Honorable Judith S. Atherton, presiding. This Court has jurisdiction of
this case under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(j) (Supp. 2001).
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE ON APPEAL AND
STANDARD OF APPELLATE REVIEW
Whether defendant failed to preserve his claim challenging the reliability of evidence
on canine accelerant detection? An issue not sufficiently brought to the trial court's attention
to permit a ruling is deemed waived and will not be considered on appeal. Hart v. Salt Lake
County Comm 'n.t 945 P.2d 125, 132 (Utah App.), cert, denied, 953 P.2d 449 (Utah 1997).
If this court finds that the trial court's denial of defendant's challenge to one expert's
qualifications preserved a challenge to the reliability of the evidence, whether the tnal court

abused its discretion in admitting the evidence? "The trial court has wide discretion in
determining the admissibility of expert testimony, and such decisions are reviewed under an
abuse of discretion standard." State v. Brown, 948 P.2d 337,339 (Utah 1997) (quoting State
v. Larsen, 865 P.2d 1355, 1361 (Utah 1993)). A trial court will not be reversed for an abuse
of discretion unless "there is a reasonable likelihood that the verdict would have been
different if the trial court had [excluded] the expert testimony." Steffensen v. Smith's Mgmt.
Corp,, 862 P.2d 1342, 1347 (Utah 1993).
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES
The following rule is determinative of this case:
Rule 403, Utah Rules of Evidence
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value
is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of
the issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay,
waste of time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.
Rule 702, Utah Rules of Evidence
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a
witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or
education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On August 9, 2000, defendant was charged with aggravated arson, a first degree
felony, in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-6-103 (1999), arson, a third degree felony, in
violation of Utah Code Ann. §76-6-102 (l)(b) (1999) (Count II), and aggravated assault, a
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third degree felony in violation of Utah Code Ann. § 76-5-103 (1999) (Count III) (R. 5-7).
At a preliminary hearing held October 26, 2000, the aggravated arson count was dismissed,
and defendant was bound over for trial on arson and aggravated assault (R 48-49).
• After" a t wo da\ tr tail a ji n y f on it id defendant gi nit] of arson and not guilty of
aggravated assault (R. 94,134-35). The trial court sentenced defendant to a statutory zero-tofive-year prison term, but suspended the term and placed defendant on probation (R. 163,
178-183). Defendant timely appealed i K I Si >.
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
On August 6, 2000, defendant was involved in a bar fight in the driveway of Willy's
bar, located at 1700 South and Main Street in Salt Lake City (R. 206:43- 45). Approximately

206:22, 46, 48, 78).
Witness accounts of defendant's involvement in the arson
At trial, Roberto Espinoza and his vv ife, Teresa Villegas, testified that shortly after

a restaurant located at 1700 South and Main Street in Salt Lake City, in order to pick up
Roberto, the restaurant's manager (R. 206:20, 34). Teresa parked the van in a parking stall
located behind Gene's Barber Shop, w ! :cti, along i - *itl it vV illy's Bar and another bar , shared
a common roof with Mr. Ctneloa's (R. 206:21 -22,26-27, 31,34). Teresa took her daughters
into the restaurant and left her two sons in the van so that they could continue watching
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television (R. 206:21 -22,36). Approximately fifteen minutes later, someone knocked on the
window of the restaurant and yelled that a van was on fire in the parking lot (R. 206:22, 29,
36, 38). Roberto and Teresa ran outside and saw smoke and fire consuming their van (R.
206:23-24). At first, they could not tell if their sons were still in the van, but they eventually
found them playing at the street corner with another boy (R. 206:25,36). Roberto went into
the restaurant to find some water for the fire, and when he returned, both he and Teresa saw
a "desperate" looking man jump off of the roof (R. 206:25-26). The man landed in front of
Teresa and fled (R. 206:29,37). Roberto testified that his van had no electrical problems - "it was in perfect condition," and that it did not contain any type of combustible fluids (R.
206:23-24).
Lori Stapely and her twelve-year-old daughter, Charli Beason, were driving east on
1700 South at approximately 3:00 p.m. (R. 206:77-78,85). As they approached Main Street,
they noticed a van on fire in a nearby parking lot (R. 206:78, 87). They also noticed a man
standing next to the van. He had long dark hair, was wearing dark blue shorts and a dark
tank top, was between 57" and & 1", and was either Indian or Hispanic (R. 206:78-79,84,8889, 93). Charli watched the man "throw[], . . . a rag, or white napkin into the van" (R.
206:87). They observed the man for about a minute before he started running away (R.
206:79, 88). One week before trial, an investigator contacted Lori and Charli and showed
them some pictures of defendant shackled in a police car (R. 206:79-80,89,128). Lori stated
that the man in the picture was "qui1 a bit like the gentleman that [she] had seen [on the 6th
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of August]" (R. 206:80). Charli was "kind of pretty sure" that the pictures depicted the same
man she saw standing next to the burning van (R. 206:89-90).
Also at about 3:00 p.m., John Pavelchak was watching television at his friend Tim's
apartment, located on the comer of 1700 South and Main Street, across the street from
Willy's Bar (R. 206:43-45, 65). At one point, both he and Tim looked out the window and
saw three men in a two-against-one fight in the driveway of Willy's Bar (R. 206:44-45). The
fight lasted about five minutes, after which the two men who had fought the lone man went
back inside the bar (R. 206:45-46). The third man, who John identified at trial as defendant,
remained outside for about ten minutes, looking on the ground for something and
occasionally cursing (R. 206:45-46, 59-60, 65). Defendant then walked across the street to
the lawn in front of Tim's apartment and again spent about ten minutes looking for
something, screaming and saying that he would "get you guys" (R. 206:46-47). John and
Tim returned to watching the television (R. 206:48). About twenty minutes later, John
looked out the window again and saw a huge plume of black smoke coming from what he
first thought was the bar across the street. He also saw defendant on the roof above the bar
and watched him "trying to p u t . . . a cloth in the ventilation duct" (R. 206:48, 52-53, 58-60,
67, 73-74).
John ran across the street, looked up, and saw defendant on the roof looking down
at him (R. 206:49-50). Defendant jumped off of the roof and fled north on Main Street (R.
206:51-54). Believing defendant had set the fire, John, joined by another man on a
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motorcycle, chased defendant (R. 206:53-55). After half of a block, defendant turned and
ran behind some houses (R. 206:54, 69). John pursued him to a parking lot behind some
houses. (R. 206:55, 69). Here, defendant quickly turned towards John, knife in hand (R.
206:55, 70). John knocked the knife out of defendant's hand and grabbed defendant's shirt,
which ripped and came off as defendant went over a fence (R. 206:55,71-72). At trial, John
positively identified defendant as the same man whom he saw in the fight, and on the roof
and in flight from Mr. Cineloa's, and whom he chased, to wit: a Native American with long,
brown hair, wearing a pair of shorts and a dark colored tank top (R. 206:58-59).
Patrick Crofoot observed the smoke plume from the porch of his brother's house,
located two blocks from 1700 South and Main Street (R. 206:96-97). He rode his motorcycle
to the source of the smoke, where he found the van on fire (R. 206:97). Soon after, a man,
who Patrick positively identified at trial as defendant, ran across the cross walk in front of
him (R. 206:98,102). Another person yelled "get him... [he's] the one that started the fire"
(R. 206:98). Patrick chased defendant on his motorcycle, eventually catching up to him at
a fence, where he and Pavelchak both pulled off defendant's shirt (R. 206:71 -72,98-99,106).
Defendant jumped over the fence, but Patrick chased him again on his motorcycle, yelling
to an approaching police officer to assist in the chase (R. 206:99-100, 106-07). The officer
eventually overtook and arrested defendant nearby (R. 206:100,107). When Patrick arrived
at the scene, he overheard defendant say to the officer, "I didn't mean to catch the van on
fire. It was an accident" (R. 206:101-02).
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While on patrol sometime after 3:00 p.m. on August 6, Officer Lisa Pascaldo of the
Salt Lake City Police Department noticed "a big cloud of smoke" in the vicinity of 1700
South and Main Street (R. 206:110-11). She found the van in flames and was told that the
fire had been started by "a male, possibly Native American, with long black hair... wearing
a shirt and shorts" (R. 206:112-13). She was also told that two children might be inside the
van (R. 206:112). Officer Pascaldo was stopped by Patrick Crofoot, the motorcyclist, who
told her that the suspect was in an alley behind a nearby house (R. 206:113). When Officer
Pascaldo finally caught up with defendant, he hid in some bushes and refused to come out
until she told him that she would call a canine officer and that the canine would drag him out
(R. 206:114-16). Emerging from the bushes, defendant walked to within three feet of Officer
Pascaldo, even in the face of the officer's drawn gun and even though she repeatedly ordered
him to drop to the ground (R. 206:116-17). Confronting defendant "hands on," Officer
Pascaldo eventually forced defendant to the ground (R. 206:118). Defendant continued to
resist until Officer Pascaldo kneed him in the stomach, at which point she and another officer
were able to handcuff him (R. 206:118-19). While talking with Crofoot, who was still under
the impression that there were children in the van, Officer Pascaldo heard defendant
spontaneously shout, "I didn't mean to do it. I didn't mean to hurt anybody" (R. 206:101,
121). At trial, Officer Pascaldo positively identified defendant as the man she apprehended
and who made the foregoing statements (R. 206:121-22).
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Expert testimony concerning the use of Oscar as a accelerant detector canine
Expert testimony was given at trial by Fire Investigator Jeffrey Long, a twenty-sevenyear veteran with the Salt Lake Fire Department, beginning with his credentials: Chief
Investigator for the Fire Investigation Bureau since 1986; annual attendance at classes and
seminars in both law enforcement and fire investigation; special function police officer for
the State of Utah; certified fire investigator for the Air National Association of Arson
Investigators; past president of the Metro Fire Investigation; past president of the Utah
Chapter of the I.A.A.L; one of thirty worldwide principal members of the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) (R. 207:132-3 3).l The NFPA, Long testified, is responsible
for writing the guide book for fire investigation, establishing "guides, standards, and codes
in [] fire protection" (R. 207:133).
After describing his qualifications, Long explained to the jury some of the procedures
used in fire investigations (R. 207:135-139). He explained that part of this investigation
includes determining the origin of the fire by following a line from the point of least to the
point of greatest destruction and finding "V" patterns (R. 207:135-36). "V" patterns, Long
stated, identify "the area of most destruction because [that's] . . . where the fire burnt the
longest" (R. 207:136). As a fire investigator, he is also focused on determining the cause of
a fire (R. 207:135). Often, a fire is caused by an accelerant, an ignitable liquid that is

1

Although not explicit in the record, "I.A.A.I." is the abbreviation for the
International Association of Arson Investigators.
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flammable or combustible and causes "a fire [to] burn faster than it normally would" (R.
207:138).

Examples of accelerants are gasoline, kerosene, charcoal lighter fluids,

newspapers and flash paper (R. 207:138-39). Long particularly stated that in determining a
fire's point of origin, "the fire scene has to stand alone. I cannot base the fire on anything
other - - the cause of the fire - - on anything other than the fire itself," plus other indicators,
like eyewitness reports (R. 207:141-42).
Elaborating on the tools he used to investigate a fire, Long discussed the use of
accelerant detection canines (R. 207:142). Accelerant detection canines began to be used in
the early 1980fs to detect ignitable liquids, combustibles and flammables, much as a bomb
dog would detect nitrates or a drug dog would detect drugs (R. 207:142). The accelerant
detection canines are trained through the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms program
("BAFT program") (R. 207:142).
Long also referred to the 2001 edition of NFDA921 manual ("921 manual"), the
"Bible for fire investigators," on which new fire investigators are trained and which
addresses accelerant detection canines (R. 207:143,169).2 Long stated that everything in the
921 manual was based on studies that had been conducted over a number of years and which
were scrupulously reviewed before they were included in the manual (R. 207:144). He

2

The full title of the 2001 edition, prepared by the Technical Committee on Fire
Investigations and published by the National Fire Protection Association, Inc., is the
"NFPA Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations." The cover page is attached at
Addendum A. All other technical papers referenced in this brief are also attached at
Addendum A.
9

pointed out that most of this book was written by Dr. John DeHaan, a forensic chemist
considered to be "one of the true experts in the field" (R. 207:143-44).3 Although Dr.
DeHaan was not a veterinarian, Long explained, "nothing went in [the 921 manual] that
didn't go through a veterinarian and wasn't [based on] studies from veterinarians and dogs
olfactories" (R. 207:149).
Long further opined, "I did fire investigations before we had canines, and I cannot
think of any one tool that has been as good as the canine" (R. 207:145). Currently, the Fire
Investigation Bureau has two such canines and shortly expected to have a third (R. 207:142).
Describing the use of a accelerant detection canine, Long stated that if the canine alerted to
a particular spot, a sample would be placed in an evidence can in an area away from the point
of origin and cleared by the dog handler. If the canine then made a definitive second alert,
the contents of the can would then be sent to the Utah State Crime Lab for analysis (R.
207:146). Long acknowledged that in both his experience and in the scientific literature
there were instances when laboratory tests failed to confirm a canine's alert (R. 207: 147).
Long emphasized that an accelerant detection canine was "just a tool" (R. 207:145).
When asked by the prosecutor, "If a canine makes a h i t . . . is that the end of the game?"

3

Long also referred to Dr. DeHaan's other special qualifications, to wit: author of
"Kirk's Fire Investigation," and of a study entitled, "Canine Accelerant Detection Teams,
Validation and Certification" (R. 207:143-44). Additionally, Dr. DeHaan's voluminous
work is cited at several points in a lengthy manual published by the California District
Attorneys Association in cooperation with the California Office of the State Fire Marshal
See California District Attorneys A sociation & California Office of the State Fire
Marshal, The Investigation and Prosecution of Arson 75, 142 (2nd ed. 1996).
10

Long responded:
There again, the canine is just a tool It's no different than a shovel, it's
not different than a trowel or a visual or witnesses of getting it out and looking
at the burn patterns. What that does is help me determine where the area of
origin and what the cause is
[H]e's trained to sniff out certain
hydrocarbons and have that in his library And so once he - - once he makes
that determination, we use that as helping us with the area of origin and
finding out why that fuel is there and what it's doing. [Emphasis added.]
(R 207:145).
Elaborating on the proper use of a trained accelerant detection canine, Long read the
following discussion from the 921 manual:
[Properly] train[ed]... [and] validated ignitable liquid detection canine
handler's teams have proven their ability to improve fire investigation by
sniffing [sic] [assisting] m the location and collection of samples for laboratory
analysis for the presence of ignitable liquid. The proper use of detection
canines is to assist with the location of selection of samples. In order for the
presence or absence of an ignitable liquid to be scientifically confirmed in the
sample, that sample should be analyzed by a laboratory in accordance with
14 5 3. Any canine alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis should not be
considered validated.
Research has shown that canines have responded or have been alerted
to [pyrolysis] . . products that are not produced by an ignitable liquid and
have not always responded when [an] ignitable liquid accelerant was known
to be present. If the investigator feels that there are indicators of an accelerant,
samples should be taken even in the absence of an alert.
The canine olfactory system is believed [ ] capable of detecting gasoline
at concentrations below those normally cited for laboratory methods. The
detection limit, however, is not the sole criteria [sic] or even the most
important criteria [sic] for any forensic technique [Specificity], the ability to
distinguish between ignitable liquids and background materials is even more
important than sensitivity for detection of any ignitable liquid residues Unlike
explosive or drug detecting dogs, these canines are trained to detect substances
that are common to our everyday environment The techniques exist today for
11

forensic laboratories to detect submicroliter quantities of ignitable liquid, but
because these substances are intrinsic to our mechanized world,... [merely]
detecting such quantities is of limited evidential value.
Current research does not indicate which individual chemical
compound or class of chemical compounds are the key "triggers" for canine
alerts. Research reveals that most classes of compounds contained] in
ignitable liquid[s] may be produced from the burning of common synthetic
materials. Laboratories that use ASTM guidelines . . . have minimum
standards that define those chemical compounds that must be present in order
to make a positive determination. The sheer variety of [pyrolysis] products
present in fire scenes suggests possible reasons for some unconfirmed alerts
by canines. The discriminatory ability of the canine to distinguish between
pyrolysis products and ignitable liquids is remarkable but not infallible.
(R. 207:152-54).
On cross-examination, defendant had Long read the remaining discussion in the 921
manual on accelerant detector canines:
The proper objective of the use of canine [handler] teams is to assist
with the selection of samples that have a higher probability of laboratory
confirmation than samples selected without the canine assistance.
Canine ignitable liquid detection should be used in conjunction with
and not in place of the other fire investigation and [inaudible] methods
described in this document [Emphasis added.]
(R.207:169).4
On cross examination, defense counsel also directed Long to an article written by Dr.
DeHaan that addressed tests conducted under DeHaan's direction "where dogs and their

4

Long read all of paragraph 14.5.3.5 of the 921 manual into the record (R.
207:152-54, 169, attached at Addendum A). The transcription contains numerous
"inaudible" signals and minor discrepancies. For accuracy, the rendition, above, sets out
the printed matter which Long read to the jury.
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handlers were used and asked to, in various circumstances, [to] try to alert on some known
accelerants that were placed in a controlled setting" (R. 207:169-70). The article reported
that early tests results showed the canines' accuracy rates varied between 50 percent and 80
percent against laboratory testing (R. 207:170-71).
Testifying about his investigation in this case, Long stated that on August 6,2000, he
was asked to determine the origin and cause of a vehicle fire at 1700 South and Main Street
(R. 207:154). Long did not determine the fire's point of origin following an initial
examination, although he did notice unusual burn patterns inside the van (R. 207:155-56).
He also determined that "the fire burned too fast. . . [and] had too much damage for the
amount of time" involved. Consequently, Long contacted Investigator Rex Nelson to bring
a canine, named Oscar, to the fire scene (R. 207:156). Upon arrival, Oscar was "calibrated."
Specifically, Nelson randomly places a drop of gasoline in a location unknown to Oscar. If
Oscar locates the target location, he alerts by sitting and pointing to it with his nose (R.
207:156).
After being calibrated, Oscar was then taken to the van, where he alerted to
accelerants in two places. One alert was behind the passenger seat and the other was just to
the left of the first location (R. 207:157). Long and Nelson took two samples of the carpet
pad from where Oscar alerted and put each of them in individual cans (R. 207:159). They
then took the samples outside to a cleared area and made sure that Oscar was able to detect
the accelerants in the samples a second time (R. 207:159). Oscar made an alert again to these
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items (R. 207:162). Oscar did not alert to any other areas (R. 207:163). The two samples
of carpeting pad were sent to the laboratory (R. 207:165).
Based on his examination of the fire scene, Long determined that the fire was
intentionally set, an "arson-incendiary" (R. 207:202). In reaching this conclusion, Long first
"removed all accidental causes by starting from the point of least destruction, [to wit: the
engine compartment and the rear of the van] and [moving] to the point of most destruction"
(R. 207:160-62, 202). In concluding that the fire had been deliberately set behind the
passenger seat, he stated that the burn patterns in this area "were just too irregular for it to
be anything other than ignitable liquid" (R. 207:165, 202). Other evidence supported his
conclusion: (1) the "V" patterns; (2) the collapsed roof, indicating a place of intense heat;
(3) the degree of burning and loss of paint in specific locations of the van, evidencing the
length of time the fire had burned in those locations; (4) the absence of soot, indicating the
fire had burned the soot away (R. 207:159-63). Long also concluded that because there was
not enough fuel load (i.e. couches, plastics, and carpet) in the van to justify how fast the fire
grew, an accelerant must have been used to start the fire (R. 207:139,202). Long concluded
by stating, "And so I based it off of that [sic] those indicators" (R. 207:202).
Rex Nelson, an investigator with the Salt Lake County Fire Department, also provided
expert testimony at trial (R. 207:184). Nelson stated that he is in charge of handling Oscar
(R. 207:184). He also stated that Oscar was a successful graduate of the Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms program for detection canines, located in Fort Royal Virginia (R. 207:185,186-
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87). There, Oscar attended six weeks of training where he was imprinted - - a training
process in which canines are taught to alert to about nine different types of odors and
accelerants, including paint thinner, gasoline, kerosene, and diesel fuel (R. 207:185, 191).
Nelson stated that Oscar attends a re-certification process once a year (R. 207:197). Nelson
himself attended 5 Vz weeks of training at the Virginia program, although he did not
participate directly in Oscar's six weeks of imprint training (R. 207:185, 191).
Nelson testified that Oscar is currently trained seven days a week (R. 207:186).
During these sessions, Nelson puts a drop of an accelerant in six to ten different places.
Oscar is rewarded with food only if he correctly alerts on the accelerant (R. 207:186).
Nelson also stated that Oscar is not taken to a fire scene unless he is successfully calibrated
with an accelerant, to ensure that his nose is working (R. 207:186). At the scene, Nelson
regularly works Oscar in a clockwise direction (R. 207:187). If Oscar alerts on an accelerant,
he sits until he is fed. On another command, Oscar will put his nose directly on the spot he
has alerted to, and Nelson will feed him again (R. 207:186). Nelson limits false positive
alerts by putting pressure on the leash (R. 207:186).
Nelson stated that he and Oscar were called to investigate the van fire in this case (R.
207:187). After checking in with Investigator Long and calibrating Oscar, Nelson took
Oscar to the cargo area of the van, which showed the greatest bum (R. 207:188). Oscar first
alerted directly behind the passenger seat of the van and then "about two feet east and a little
more towards the back of the van" (R. 207:188). Oscar went over the entire van, but he did
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not alert again (R. 207.188). To ensure the reliability of Oscar's alerts by excluding the
possibility of false positive alerts, Nelson performed a discnmination line with Oscar, a
procedure designed to show that the canine is alerting to a specific sample and not some
other potentially distracting samples placed in close proximity (R. 207:189). Oscar alerted
only to the two samples on which he first alerted and not to the "distractors" (R. 207:189).
On the following day, Oscar was presented with the socks, shoes, and shorts that
defendant wore on the day of the fire (R. 207:189-90). Before this test was conducted, Oscar
was run over the carpet to ensure that no accelerants were present (R. 207:190). Nelson also
calibrated Oscar before checking the clothing and ran another discnmination line (R.
207:190). Oscar alerted to the socks and the shoes, but not to the shorts (R. 207:190).
Jennifer McNair offered expert testimony at tnal that she conducted tests at the Utah
State Cnme Laboratory on items retneved from the van fire and on items taken from
defendant (R. 207:197-98). She found no flammable liquid residue on the samples of carpet
padding from the van or defendant's socks, but she did find toluene, a common solvent, on
defendant's shoes (R. 207:199-200). Specifically, five items all together were brought to the
crime lab (R. 207:199). The first two items "were gallon cans containing carpet padding from
the rear of the van" (R. 207:199). The third item was a gallon can containing the socks
defendant wore the day of the van fire, and items four and five were gallon cans each
containing a tennis shoe worn by defendant on August 6th (R. 207:199). The laboratory tests
indicated that items the carpet samples and socks did not contain any flammable liquid
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residue (R. 207:199-200). However, the tennis shoes tested positive for toluene, a ua solvent
that is used to dissolve... paint or other types of plastics... [and] a glue that would be used
in shoes" (R. 207*199-200). Toluene is also found "in Coleman Fuel, in gasoline" (R
207:200). McNair explained that her failure to detect identifiable hydrocarbons on the carpet
samples and the socks could mean either that there were no hydrocarbons on the items or that
they could have evaporated before they arrived at the laboratory (R. 207:200-01).
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Court should decline to consider defendant's challenge to the reliability of canine
accelerant detection evidence and the purported prejudice flowing from that evidence.
Defendant not only failed to preserve his challenge to the inherent reliability of the evidence,
he invited error by explicitly agreeing that the State's pnmary authority, which also
contained a statement warning of the limits of canine identification, be read to the jury.
In any event, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in admitting the evidence.
Contrary to defendant's argument, canine accelerant detection evidence is not so "scientific,
technical, or... specialized" as to constitute novel scientific evidence subject to the inherent
reliability test under rule 702, Utah Rules of Evidence. Rather, the correct showing for
admissibility under rule 702 requires only that (a) the expert be qualified, (b) the evidence
be helpful to the jury, and (c) the evidence not be substantially more prejudicial than
probative. Applying this standard, the evidence was admissible, especially in light of the
limited purposes for which it was introduced and because independent evidence
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corroborated that the fire was intentionally set. Additionally, any error in admitting the
evidence was harmless because evidence of defendant's guilt was overwhelming.
Alternatively, the evidence was sufficiently reliable under the inherent reliability test. The
principles and techniques underlying canine accelerant detection are based on classic forms
of animal behavioral conditioning, and their application yields trained canines that are
substantially accurate in efficiently locating accelerants.
ARGUMENT
DEFENDANT NOT ONLY FAILED TO PRESERVE HIS CLAIM
CHALLENGING THE INHERENT RELIABILITY OF EVIDENCE ON
CANINE ACCELERANT DETECTION, BUT ALSO INVITED ANY
ERROR CONCERNING THE RELIABILITY OF THAT EVIDENCE,
WHICH, IN ANY EVENT, IS SUFFICIENTLY RELIABLE
On appeal, defendant claims that the trial court erred in admitting expert testimony
on canine accelerant detection because such evidence is insufficiently reliable under rule
702, Utah Rules of Evidence and relevant case law. Aplt. Br. at 15-44. However, the record
shows that defendant not only failed to preserve this claim below, he invited any error.
Specifically, defendant purposefully acquiesced in the expert's reading into the record
prominent authority that, while helping to establish the State's case, also limited the validity
of the canine's alert to the presence of an accelerant in the victims' burned out van.
A. Defendant not only failed to preserve his claim challenging the
inherent reliability of evidence on canine accelerant detection,
but also invited any error concerning the reliability of that evidence.
%t

[I]f a party through counsel has made a conscious decision to refrain from objecting
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or has led the trial court into error, we will then decline to save that party from the error."
State v. Crosby, 927 P.2d 638,644 (Utah 1996) (quoting State v. Bullock, 791 P.2d 155,158
(Utah 1989)). In Crosby, the State sought to introduce expert testimony on handwriting
evidence to show defendant had misappropriated funds by committing forgery. Id. at 640,
643-44. At a pretrial hearing, the defendant argued that, based on his background and
training as a forensic documents examiner, the State's expert was insufficiently qualified to
render an opinion in the case.

Id. at 643. In support, the defendant introduced the

testimony of her expert, certified in the field of forensic document examination, that the
State's expert lacked the necessary qualifications. Id. The trial court rejected the challenge
and permitted the State's expert to testify. Id.
On appeal, the defendant not only attacked the trial court's ruling on the State
expert's qualifications, she also argued that the Utah Supreme Court "should review all
aspects of the admissibility of handwriting evidence, including whether the evidence is
inherently reliable." Id. The defendant asserted her arguments even though she failed to
raise the question of inherent reliability either at the hearing or at trial and even though she
called her own handwriting expert to explain the underlying principles and validity of
handwriting evidence and to attack the State's expert. Id. 644,644 n.7. The court found the
defendant's trial counsel had not only failed to object to the inherent reliability of the
handwriting evidence, but affirmatively placed the reliability of the evidence before the trial
court, thereby inviting any error. Id. at 645. Consequently, the supreme court refused to
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address the defendant's claims, raised as plain error and ineffective assistance of counsel,
concerning the inherent reliability of handwriting evidence or the alleged prejudicial effect
of its admission. Id. at 644-45. Instead, the court addressed only the preserved issue,
whether the State's expert, Jeffrey Long, was qualified to testify. Id. at 645.
Crosby is dispositive of this case. As in Crosby, defendant in this case did not
challenge the inherent reliability of evidence the State sought to introduce.

Instead,

defendant challenged only one of the State's expert's qualifications to testify about a
accelerant detector canine's olfactory capabilities. Therefore, this Court should decline to
consider defendant's challenge to the inherent reliability of canine accelerant detection
evidence or its alleged prejudicial effect on the jury.
At trial, defense counsel objected to the State's expert, Jeffrey Long, testifying about
the olfactory capabilities of a accelerant detector canine (R. 207:148).5 On voir dire, defense

5

In discussing evidentiary matters at the beginning of trial, defense counsel
expressed doubt that the prosecution could lay a foundation about the capacity of a canine
to better detect an accelerant than a laboratory test (R. 206:3-5). Specifically, defense
counsel asserted that a research paper provided by the prosecution indicated possible
errors in a canine's capacity to accurately detect an accelerant depending on the canine
used and that only a specialized veterinarian would have sufficient expertise to compare
the accuracy of a trained canine versus a laboratory analysis (R. 206.5-6). However,
counsel did not then object to any expert testimony and specifically deferred the matter,
asserting that she did not think that the trial court would not rule until the matter arose at
trial, (R. 206:3). Accordingly, the trial court deferred the matter until it heard what
foundation was actually laid (R. 206.6). Thus, because defendant affirmatively did not
object to any expert testimony at this point in the proceedings and no claim of plain error
or ineffective assistance of counsel is raised on appeal, his mere reference to concerns he
might have had did not preserve the matter for appeal See State v Davis, 965 P 2d 525,
537 (Utah App. 1998) ('To preserve an issue for appeal, a party claiming error in the
20

counsel examined Long only about the sufficiency of his credentials and the credentials of
other experts Long relied on as veterinarians who had studied the olfactory capacities of a
canine trained to detect accelerants (R. 207:149-50). On the basis of her voir dire, defense
counsel objected to Long's qualifications to give an opinion about the canine olfactory senses
because he was not a veterinarian (R. 207:150).
The prosecutor then asserted that he did not intend to elicit testimony concerning
veterinarian studies of the canine olfactory system, but rather testimony concerning the
results of studies of canine accelerant detection (R. 207:150). The prosecutor then proceeded
to lay additional foundation, plainly eliciting from Long that studies on canine accelerant
detection reported canine alerts unconfirmed by laboratory testing (R. 207:150-51). At that
point, the trial court overruled defense counsel's objection, ruling that an expert testifying
about canine accelerant detection need not be a veterinarian and that Long was qualified to
testify (R. 207:151). Continuing to lay foundation, the prosecutor asked Long whether the
NFDA921 manual discussed the unconfirmed alert problem (R. 207:151). When Long
requested that he be allowed to answer the question by reading paragraph 14.5.35 of the
manual, defense counsel asserted, "I don't object to proceeding in that manner given the
Court's rulings" (R. 207:151-52) (emphasis added). Long then read the passage, which

admission of evidence must object on the record in a timely fashion.") (emphasis added).
Utah R. Evid. 103(a)(1) ("Error may not be predicated upon a ruling which admits or
excludes evidence unless a substantial right of the party is affected, and . . . a timely
objection or motion to strike appears of record . . . .") (emphasis added).
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noted the usefulness of canines, but which also asserted that "[a]ny canine alert not
confirmed by laboratory analysis should not be considered validated" (R. 207:152). Long
then explained that unconfirmed alerts were largely due to the extraordinary sensitivity of a
canine's olfactory senses (R. 207:153). He also suggested that the unconfirmed alert problem
was partly due to the huge range of pyrolytic products common to many materials in our
everyday environment and the uncertainty about precisely which products trained canines
were alerting to (R. 207:153-54). In conclusion, Long repeated that there were instances
when a trained canine would detect a gas known to be present that went unconfirmed by a
laboratory, and vice versa (R. 207:154). Defense counsel made no further objection (R.
207:154). At no point did defense counsel object to the inherent reliability of canine
accelerant detection or bring to the court's attention rules and authorities that would have
given the court notice that the basic reliability of the evidence was being challenged.
As in Crosby, defendant in this case neither challenged the inherent reliability of
canine accelerant detection nor argued that the admission of such evidence would be
prejudicial.

Rather, defendant affirmatively acquiesced in Long's reading from the

NFDA921 manual, the "Bible for fire investigators," without any attempt to exclude the jury.
The passage Long read asserted that trained accelerant detector canines had proven their
worth in fire investigations. However, the authority also prominently cautioned that "any
alert canine alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis should not be considered validated"
(R. 207:143, 151-52, 169). The obvious purpose of defendant's acquiescence to this
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testimony was to impeach the validity of Oscar's unconfirmed alerts on two locations in the
van. On cross-examination, defendant developed his impeachment by presenting Long with
an article written by Dr. DeHaan, whom Long considered to be "one of the true experts in
the field" (R. 207 143-44, 169-70). The article was entitled "Canine Accelerant Detection
Teams: Validation and Certification" (R. 207:169). Referring to the article, defense counsel
had Long read that early canine tests showed an accuracy of only 50 percent to 82 percent,
that some dogs gave false positive alerts, and that in some circumstances canines failed to
meet a standard of 75 percent accuracy (R. 169-72). In short, defendant welcomed and
affirmatively developed the expert's reading from an authonty the expert considered of
"biblical" proportions to impeach the validity of Oscar's alerts to accelerants m the van.
On the foregoing record, this Court should find that defendant not only failed to
preserve his challenges to the inherent reliability of canine accelerant detection and any
alleged prejudice flowing from the introduction of that evidence, but also invited any error
by promoting the use of that evidence for impeachment purposes. Therefore, the Court
should decline to consider defendant's claims on appeal. Even if this Court should find
defendant's claim preserved by his objection to Long's qualifications, it would conclude that
admission of canine accelerant detection evidence was proper and, in any event, did not
prejudice defendant.
B. The canine accelerant detection evidence was properly admitted.
Defendant argues that the State's experts, Jeffrey Long and Rex Nelson, should not
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have been allowed to testify to the usefulness of canine accelerant detection and canine
Oscar's alerts to purported presence of accelerants because the evidence is inherently
unreliable and was prejudicial. Specifically, defendant argues that canine accelerant
detection is based on an unproven and invalid theory, that the State's experts and authorities
they relied on were not shown to be qualified, and the canine's past performance was
unproven. Aplt. Br. at 15-38. He also argues that the evidence was ultimately prejudicial
because it conflicted with a negative laboratory report in a case based on unpersuasive
circumstantial evidence. Aplt. Br. at 15-44.
Defendant misconstrues the nature of the evidence in this case. Canine accelerant
detection evidence is not so "scientific, technical, or... specialized" as to constitute novel
scientific evidence subject to the inherent reliability test under rule 702, Utah Rules of
Evidence. Even if the inherent reliability test applied, the evidence was not inherently
unreliable in light of the limited purposes for which it was admitted and the explicit caveats
candidly acknowledged by the prosecution and the State's principle investigator.
The theory and techniques on which canine accelerant detection are founded are
basically simple, well established, and broadly accepted in the relevant scientific field, and
all the authorities examined by the State regard canine accelerant detection an extremely
useful tool in fire investigation. The experts who testified and were relied on were fully
qualified and highly recognized in their field. The canine and his handler were successfully
trained by a recognized and highly reputed forensic agency At least four courts considering
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the reliability of canine accelerant detection evidence have upheld its admission even though
all or some of the canines' alerts were unconfirmed by laboratory analysis, as long as it was
corroborated by some other evidence or arson. Thus, even an unconfirmed canine alert
should be admitted, albeit within a proper context. In this case, the fact, that prominent
authorities considered an alert invalid if unconfirmed by laboratory analysis, was amply
paraded before the jury. Further, although the canine's alerts in this case inevitably had some
substantive value, that evidence was properly admitted to reasonably describe Long's actual
investigation of the fire scene.
In any event, defendant was not prejudiced by the admission of the canine's alert.
First, the jury was fully aware that the State's experts and the authorities on which they
relied, strongly cautioned against attributing significant weight to the canine's alert because
it was unconfirmed by laboratory analysis. Second, Long testified to the numerous factors
by which he determined an accelerant was used to start the fire, without mention of the
canine's alerts. Finally, contrary to defendant's claims, the evidence overwhelmingly
supported the jury's verdict.
/. This Court should not apply the "inherent reliability9' requirement
of rule 702 to determine the admissibility of the canine accelerant
detection evidence as it was presented in this case.
Rule 702, Utah Rules of Evidence, provides:
If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a
witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or
education, may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.
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Asserting that canine accelerant detection evidence is "scientific evidence," defendant
argues that evidence of the canine's alerts should not have been admitted under the "inherent
reliability" test established in Statev. Rimmasch, 775 P.2d 388 (Utah 1989). Aplt. Br.at 1544. However, canine accelerant detection evidence is not so "scientific, technical, or . . .
specialized" as to constitute novel scientific evidence subject to the inherent reliability test
under rule 702, Utah Rules of Evidence.
In People v. Brooks, 975 P.2d 1105,11108-1114 (Colo. 1999), the Colorado Supreme
Court declined to apply Frye or Daubert in determining that canine scent-tracking evidence
was sufficiently reliable to be admitted into evidence.6 Id. at 1108-13. In accord with the
majority view, the court found that such evidence was "experienced-based specialized
knowledge which is not dependent on scientific explanation." Id. at 1113-14 (citing
numerous cases).

However, while recognizing that neither Frye nor Daubert were

applicable, the court noted that "experienced-based specialized knowledge remains subject
to an inquiry regarding validity and reliability." Id. at 1114. Therefore, the court applied a
"common sense approach" under rules 702 and 403, Colorado Rules of Evidence, requiring
only that (a) the expert be qualified, (b) the evidence be helpful to the jury, and (c) the

6

Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013, 1014 (D.C. Cir. 1923) (seminal case
propounding that novel scientific evidence was admissible only if found to be generally
accepted within the relevant scientific community); Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 590 U.S. 579, 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1993) (admissibility of novel
scientific evidence based on reliability under rule 702, Federal Rules of Evidence, on
standards similar to those set out in Rimmasch). See Crosby, 927 P.2d at 641-42
(concluding the standards of Rimmasch and Daubert were similar).
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evidence not be substantially more prejudicial than probative. Id.1 See also Fones v. State,
765 S. 2d 849, 850 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2000) (upholding trial court's refusal to conduct a
Frye hearing to determine admissibility of accelerant detection canine's unconfirmed alerts
because "the use of dogs to detect accelerates is not a new or novel scientific principle"). Cf
State v. Kelley, 2000 UT 41, f 19, 1 P.3d 546 (recognizing that I.Q. tests, long used in Utah,
were not novel scientific evidence subject to the inherent reliability test under Rimmasch and
rule 702). Additionally, Brooks adopted the majority rule, excluding scent tracking as too
prejudicial where it is not corroborated by other independent evidence. Id. (citing cases
adopting similar view).
The canine accelerant detection evidence in this case is the same type of evidence as
the scent-tracking evidence in Brooks - - it is the conditioned response of a trained canine in
applying his keen olfactory sense to a specific substance. See Richard A. Strobel et al.,
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Canine Accelerant Detection Program 1-5 (- -) (describing the operant conditioning process used to train accelerant detection canines both
to respond to accelerants and to avoid alerting to other substances containing compounds
similar to those found in accelerants); State v. Maycock, 947 P.2d 695,698 (Utah App. 1997)
(Orme, J., concurring) (noting that a "properly trained dog will indicate he smells marijuana

Rules 403 and 702, Colorado Rules of Evidence, are evidently identical to their
Utah counterparts. See Brooks, 975 P.2d at 1109, 1114. The Brooks court also correctly
cited a number of cases that either expressly declined to apply Frye or any heightened
evidentiary standard governing the admissibility of scent-tracking evidence. Id. at 1114.
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only because he in fact does" and that "[h]is responses are reliable because they are strictly
a product of his conditioning and exquisite sense of smell"). Therefore, this court should
apply a test similar to that set out in Brooks.
a. Oscar's handler, Rex Nelson, was qualified to testify
Defendant did not challenge the Nelson, Oscar's handler, in the trial court. On appeal,
defendant only argues that because Long lacked sufficient qualifications to testify under rule
702, and because his testimony served as foundation purportedly served as foundation for
Nelson's testimony, Nelson's testimony was also inadmissible. Aplt. Br. at 30. Defendant's
challenge fails for three reasons. First, as noted, the challenge is unpreserved. While
defendant clearly challenged Long's qualifications, he never objected to Nelson's testimony
(R. 207:148-52,184). Therefore, this Court should not consider it Crosby, 927 P.2d at 644.
Second, as discussed below, Long was more than amply qualified to testify concerning the
methodology underlying canine accelerant detection. Last, Nelson, was fully qualified to
testify to the facts of Oscar's training, his basic reliability, and the manner in which he
performed in this case.
"'The critical factor in determining the competency of an expert is whether that expert
has knowledge that can assist the trier of fact in resolving the issues before it.'" State v.
Kelley, 2000 UT 41,112,1 P.3d 546 (quoting Patey v. Lainhart, 1999 UT 31, f 15,977 P.2d
1193). "'A person may be qualified to testify as an expert by virtue of experience and
training; formal education is not necessarily required.'" Id. at^[14 (citation omitted).
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Nelson testified that he was an investigator with the Salt Lake County Fire
Department in charge of handling Oscar (R. 207*184). He stated that Oscar was trained
through the BATF program at Fort Royal, Virginia. After Oscar was trained for six weeks,
Neson also attended 5 XA weeks of training at Fort Royal, during which time he worked with
Oscar (R. 207:184-85). During his training, he learned about all aspects of dog behavior,
how to observe them, and about the substances the dogs were trained to alert to (R. 207:186).
Following Oscar's graduation from the program, Nelson trained Oscar seven days a week,
"calibrated" him before going to a fire scene, handled Oscar at the fire scene, and ran
"discrimination" lines with Oscar to ensure the accuracy of his alerts (R. 207:186, 189).
Nothing more was required to prove Nelson's qualifications, considering the nature of the
evidence he testified to. See Crosby, 927 P.2d at 645 (finding detective who attended a
lengthy course on handwriting analysis, specialized in check fraud and forgery for five years,
was devoting fifty percent of his time to examining questioned documents, and was member
of relevant document examination organization, although possibly not as expenenced as
defendant's expert, was nevertheless qualified to testify as an expert) (citation omitted).
b. The evidence of Oscar's alerts was helpful to the jury
In Brooks, the court identified several elements of a proper foundation for scent
tracking evidence.8 Applying those factors to the circumstances of this case, Oscar's alerts

8

Specifically, the court stated:
[T]he elements of a proper foundation include: whether the dog is of
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to accelerants was helpful to jury, particularly in light of the very limited substantive force
the State's experts very candidly attributed to the evidence.
Nelson testified that Oscar was bred as a guide dog (R. 207:184). While at the B ATF
program, Oscar was trained to alert on about nine different types of accelerants, including
paint thinner, gasoline, kerosene, and diesel fuel (R. 207:185). Oscar successfully graduated
from the program (R. 207:186-87).9 According to the BATF protocols, a canine successfully
completes the various phases of training results when it consistently alerts only to specific
accelerants and does not alert to burned materials that contain compounds similar to those
found in accelerants. See Strobel, supra, at 2, 5, 6. See also United States Police Canine
Association, Accelerant Detection Canines, 2 (

) (reporting that "[o]nce fully trained,

a breed characterized by acute power of scent; whether the dog has been
trained to follow a track by scent; whether the dog was found by
experience to be reliable in pursuing human tracks; whether the dog was
placed on the trail where the person being tracked was known to have been;
and whether the tracking efforts took place within a reasonable time, given
the abilities of the animal.
Brooks,

97S?.2d*tllU.

9

Defendant argues that Nelson failed to provide any information indicating that
Oscar could correctly detect an accelerant or any evidence concerning the significance of
his graduating from the BATF program. Any deficiency in the record on this point is due
to defendant's failure to preserve his challenge to the canine's reliability in the trial court.
If the prosecution had heard a challenge it would unquestionably developed its foundation
further. In light of defendant's failure to alert the prosecution, this Court should
reasonably consider published evidence as to the nature of the training received by
accelerant detection canines in the BATF program. Cf. State v. Butterfield, 2000 UT 59,
<j 32 n.4, 27 P.3d 1133 (noting that "'published articles and books may . . . be used as
evidence supporting' the correctness of the general scientific principles and the accuracy
and reliability of the methods utilized") (quoting Phillips, 615 P.2d at 1235 n.8).
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these [BATF] canines are 100% accurate during their daily training"). Nelson further
testified that upon arrival at the fire scene and after calibrating to make sure he was
functioning properly, Nelson took Oscar to the cargo area of the van (R. 207:188). Oscar
alerted at two points behind the passenger seat (R. 207:188). Oscar went over the entire van,
but did not alert again (R. 207:188). To ensure the reliability of Oscar's alerts by excluding
the possibility of false positive alerts, Nelson performed a discrimination line with Oscar, a
procedure designed to show that the canine is alerting to a specific sample and not some
other potentially distracting samples placed in close proximity (R. 207:189). Oscar alerted
only to the two samples on which he first alerted and not to the "distractors" (R. 207:189).
This evidence was helpful to the jury in explaining how Long conducted his investigation
and how he chose to select samples for laboratory testing.
c. Evidence of Oscar's alerts was not
substantially more prejudicial than probative.
Rule 403, Utah Rules of Evidence, provides:
Although relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the
issues, or misleading the jury, or by considerations of undue delay, waste of
time, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.
For a numerous reasons, defendant was not prejudiced by the admission of evidence
of Oscar's alerts to accelerants in the victims' van.
The prosecution and the defense fully informed the jury of the limited
role Oscar's alerts played in the expert's assessment of the fire scene
Long emphasized that an accelerant detection canine was "just a tool" (R. 207:145).
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When asked by the prosecutor, "If a canine makes a h i t . . . is that the end of the game?"
Long responded: "There again, the canine is just a tool. It's no different than a shovel, it's
not different than a trowel or a visual or witnesses of getting it out and looking at the burn
patterns. What that does is help me determine where the area of origin and what the cause
is. . . . (R. 207:145) (emphasis added). It was undisputed that the Utah State Crime Lab
failed to discover accelerants in the samples taken from the two locations Oscar alerted to
(R. 207:197-200). In laying additional foundation for Long's testimony, the prosecutor, with
defense counsel's acquiescence, had Long read the following passage from the 921 manual:
"In order for the presence or absence of an ignitable liquid to be scientifically confirmed in
the sample, that sample should be analyzed by a laboratory in accordance with 14.5.3. Any
canine alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis should not be considered validated9'' (R.
207:152).l0 Thus, the jury was explicitly informed that it could not simply rely on Oscar's
unconfirmed alerts.

10

The emphasis in Long's caution concerning unconfirmed canine alerts is
implicit, based on his background and evident knowledge of the authorities. Long was
one of only thirty members of the Technical Committee on Fire Investigation, which was
responsible for the documents on which the 921 manual was assembled (R. 207:132-33).
See 921 Manual, at 2. Authorities the State has located consistently caution that any alert
by an accelerant detection canine must be confirmed by laboratory analysis and those
which are unconfirmed must be considered invalid. See, e.g., United States Police Canine
Association, supra, at 2, 5-6; DeHaan, Canine Accelerant Detection Teams, Validation
and Certification, supra, at 19. Indeed, the cautionary statement in the 921 manual is the
result of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms' perception of "an existing
judicial emergency." BATF, Proposed Temporary Interim Amendment to
NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigation, 2-7 (1996) ("TIA").
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Long determined the origin and cause of the fire independent of Oscar's alerts
Defendant claims that Long relied on Oscar to discover the fire's point of origin and
that his opinion that the fire was incendiary in origin was based on insufficient facts. Aplt.
Br. at 40. The argument fails to comprehend the manner in which an experienced fire
investigator uses a trained canine and the basis of Long's ultimate determination that the fire
was intentionally set.
As noted, Long testified that a trained canine like Oscar was merely one tool, albeit
an extremely important tool, in helping him determine the origin and the cause of a fire (R.
207:145). Had defendant actually challenged the reliability of canine accelerant detection
and Long's purported dependence on Oscar, Long would no doubt have testified more fully
about the reasons trained canines are so readily used in fire investigation. Specifically,
canines are useful because, due their extraordinary keen olfactory sense, they can very
quickly process the entire fire scene and identify the precise areas containing accelerants
from which samples can be taken for laboratory analysis. See 921 Manual, at % 14.5.3.5
('The proper objective of the use of canine [handler] teams is to assist with the selection of
samples that have a higher probability of laboratory confirmation than samples selected
without the canine assistance."); Kurz, M.E., et al., Evaluation of Canines for Accelerant
Detection at Fire Scenes, 39(6) Journal of Forensic Sciences 1528, 1535 (1994) ('Trainers
have estimated that the dogs have saved many staff hours in fire-scene investigation by
accurately pinpointing accelerant residues, which in some cases would not have readily been
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found."); Tindall, R., et al., 40(4) Journal of Forensic Sciences, 561,563 (1994) (determining
that trained canines can consistently pinpoint the location of accelerants to within three
inches).
Acting in accordance with proper investigation procedure, Long testified as to the
basis of his opinion that the fire was intentionally set, which was independent of Oscar's
alerts. See Brooks, 915 P.2d at 1114 (excluding scent tracking as too prejudicial where it is
not corroborated by other independent evidence); 921 Manual, at f 14.5.3.5 ("Canine
ignitable liquid detection should be used in conjunction with and not in place of the other fire
investigation and analysis methods described in this guide/'); BATF, Proposed Temporary
Interim Amendment to NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigation, at 3-7
(faulting uncorroborated use of canine alerts injudicial decision making).
Based on his examination of the fire scene, Long determined that the fire was
intentionally set, an "arson-incendiary" (R. 207:202). In reaching this conclusion, Long first
removed all accidental causes (R. 207:160-62, 202). He concluded that the fire had been
deliberately set behind the passenger seat, largely because the bum patterns in that area "were
just too irregular for it to be anything other than ignitable liquid" and because there was
insufficient fuel load to support such a rapidly burning fire (R. 207:139, 165, 202). Other
evidence supported his conclusion: (1) the "V" patterns; (2) the collapsed roof, indicating
a place of intense heat; (3) the degree of burning and loss of paint in specific locations of the
van, evidencing the length of time the fire had burned in those locations; (4) the absence of
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soot, indicating the fire had burned the soot away (R. 207:159-63). Long concluded by
stating, "And so I based it off of that [sic] those indicators" (R. 207:202). Nowhere in his
final discussion did Long mention that his determination was dependent on Oscar's alerts (r.
207:202). Nowhere on appeal does defendant credibly challenge the sufficiency of Long's
detailed findings supporting his conclusion. In sum, although Long appropriately used
Oscar's alerts to focus his investigation, his conclusion that the fire was an "arsonincendiary" was entirely independent of, though corroborated by, the canine's responses.
2. Any error in admitting evidence of Oscar's alerts and
canine accelerant detection was harmless because
independent evidence of defendant's guilt was overwhelming.
The evidence, essentially undisputed at trial, was that about 3:00 p.m. on August 6,
2000, a van was parked behind a building housing several businesses, including Willy's Bar
(R. 206:22-22, 26-27, 31, 34). At about the same time, defendant was involved in a fight
with two patrons of the bar (R. 206:44-46,58-60). John Pavelchak, who witnessed the fight,
testified that defendant was angry, swearing and cursing for some time after the fight (R.
206:44-47, 65). About fifteen or twenty minutes later, the van was consumed in flames (R.
206:22-24, 29, 36, 38).
Lori Stapely and her twelve year old daughter, Charli Beason, were driving in the
vicinity of Willy's Bar when they saw the burning van (R. 206:77-78, 85, 87). They also
noticed a man next to the van (R. 206:78, 87). Charli watched him throw a rag or napkin into
the van before he ran away (R. 79,87-88). They both identified defendant from photographs,
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albeit not conclusively, and described the man they saw similarly - - a man wearing dark blue
shorts and a dark tank top, who was between 57" and 6T' and who was either Indian or
Hispanic (R. 206:78-80, 84, 87-90, 93, 128).
Pavelchak saw defendant on the roof above the bar and watched him attempt to put
a cloth in a ventilation duct (R. 206:48, 52-53, 58-60, 67, 73-74). John ran across the street
and pursued defendant after defendant jumped from the roof (R. 206:49-55). When cornered
behind some houses, defendant pulled a knife, then fled again (R. 206:55, 69, 71-72). At
trial, John positively identified defendant as the same man whom he saw in the fight, on the
roof and in flight from the building housing Willy's Bar, and whom he chased, to wit: a
Native American with long, brown hair, wearing a pair of shorts and a dark colored tank top
(R. 206:58-59).
Patrick Crofoot also positively identified defendant as the man he too pursued from
the vicinity of the burning van (R. 206:96-100,102,106). When Patrick arrived at the scene
of defendant's arrest, he overheard defendant say to the officer, "I didn't mean to catch the
van on fire. It was an accident" (R. 206:101-02). Officer Lisa Pascaldo positively identified
defendant as the man she pursued and arrested (R. 206:121-22). When she finally
apprehended defendant, she too heard defendant spontaneously shout, "I didn't mean to do
it. I didn't mean to hurt anybody" (R. 206:101, 121).
Finally, Chief Fire Investigator Jeffrey Long, testified that the fire was intentionally
set, an "arson-incendiary," based on factors entirely independent of the alerts of the
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accelerant detection canine (R. 207:202).
In sum, any error in admitting evidence relating to Oscar's alerts to locations in the
van or accelerant detection canines generally is harmless because evidence of defendant's
guilt was overwhelming. Even if the Court finds that the admission of challenged evidence
should be reviewed for its inherent reliability, it must conclude that, in the circumstances of
this case, the trial court did not abuse its discretion in admitting the evidence.
3. Evidence of accelerant canine detection should be admissible
under the "Inherent Reliability" test in the circumstances of this case.
The particular standards governing the admission of novel scientific evidence under
rule 702 were chiefly set out in State v. Rimmasch, 775 P.2d 388 (Utah 1989). Under
Rimmasch, a trial court "must conduct a three-step analysis to determine the admissibility of
scientific evidence." Crosby, 927 P.2d at 640-41 (reaffirming Rimmasch factors in holding
polygraph evidence insufficiently reliable). "Step one requires the court to determine
whether the scientific principles and techniques underlying the expert's testimony are
inherently reliable." Id. at 641. "The court may do this by judicial notice if the scientific
principles and techniques at issue have been generally recognized and accepted by the legal
and scientific communities"; otherwise, a "foundational showing" is required. Id.
If step one is satisfied, "the court then moves to step two, which requires a
determination that the scientific principles or techniques at issue have been properly applied
to the facts of the particular case by sufficiently qualified experts." Id.
If steps one and two are satisfied, the court "must then, under step three, determine
whether the proffered scientific evidence will be more probative than prejudicial as required
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by rule 403 of the Utah Rules of Evidence.1' Id.
'The burden is on the party proffering the evidence to demonstrate that it has the
requisite degree of reliability." Brown, 948 P.2d at 341 (citing Rimmasch, 775 P.2d at 407).
"Inherent reliability" (step one) of particular scientific evidence, as noted above, may
be shown by its "general acceptance" in the relevant scientific community. Rimmasch, 775
P.2d at 397 (citing Kofford v. Flora, 744 P.2d 1343, 1348 (Utah 1987) (results from a
properly performed HLA antigen test, used to establish probability of paternity, had gained
"general acceptance" because all courts evaluating the test since this Court had found the test
insufficiently established seven years earlier in Phillips v. Jackson, 615 P.2d 1228 (Utah
1980), and numerous scholars, agreed that the test was a "basically reliable method of
proving paternity with a high degree of probability")). However, this Court recognized that
"'[the general acceptance test]' has been criticized as being too restrictive because, inter alia,
in some circumstances it can operate to deny admission of evidence based on newly
discovered principles that maybe reliable but so new that they cannot be said to have attained
general acceptance in what may be deemed to be the relevant scientific community." Id. at
396. Therefore, the Court followed "the modem trend and abandoned exclusive reliance on
Frye" and instead adopted "inherent reliability" as the touchstone of admissibility. Id.
Nonetheless, "even if satisfaction of the 'general acceptance' test [is] not a sine qua non of
admission, 'a showing of general acceptance [will] generally be sufficient' to show inherent
reliability and to justify the admission of scientific evidence." Id. (citing Phillips, 615 P.2d
at 1234-35, and Kofford, 744 P.2d at 1346). "Once a scientific principle or test has achieved
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sufficient reliability that 'judicial notice of that fact may be taken,... foundational evidence
as to the validity of the basic principles may be dispensed with in th[e] jurisdiction in the
future.'M Id. at 398 (citing Kofford, 744 P.2d at 1348).
If the expert scientific testimony is not suitable for judicial notice, the proponent may
request that the trial court determine that the principles and techniques are inherently reliable
following an evidentiary hearing. Rimmasch, 775 P.2d at 398. "[T]hat foundational showing
must explore with careful precision such questions as the correctness of the scientific
principles underlying the testimony, the accuracy and reliability of the techniques utilized in
applying the principles to the subject matter before the court and in reaching the conclusion
expressed in the opinion, and the qualifications of those actually gathering the data and
analyzing it." Id. 403 (citing Phillips, 615 P.2d at 1235). Considering the inherent reliability
of the HLA antigen test, a genetic marker type test, Phillips set out specific factors relevant
to the necessary foundation supporting a reliability determination with greater particularity
than is indicated by Rimmasch. Stated concisely and in terms relevant to the issues in this
case, the Phillips factors are: (1) the correctness of the underlying principles; (2) the accuracy
and reliability of methods used to apply the principles; (3) factors that might tend to
invalidate the test or significantly change the probability of accuracy; (4) establishing that
the actual method employed was performed in accordance with proper procedures; and (5)
the qualifications of the necessary witnesses. Phillips, 615 P.2d at 1235.
The State concedes that while the principles and techniques employed in canine
accelerant detection are generally very well established, its reliability to independently
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determine the presence of an accelerant is not generally accepted. See Strobel, supra, at 9;
( People v. Acri, 662 N.E.2d 115, 116-17 (111. Ct. App. 1996) (refusing to find alerts by
accelerant detection canine, unconfirmed by laboratory analysis, generally accepted under
Frye because experts at trial disputed whether major international association rejected
admitting unconfirmed alerts). Indeed, the State candidly acknowledges that but for the very
substantial reliability of accelerant canine detection, coupled with independent evidence that
an accelerant was used in this case, it would not argue in support of inherent reliability. This
position reflects the reasoning of the better reasoned cases, discussed below, and the stance
of the BATF, which helped develop the training program that trained Oscar. See Strobel,
supra, at 9 ("Any alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis must be considered a false
positive[; however tjhis is not contrary to the fact that a well trained canine team is a
reliable indicator of the presence of an accelerant.") (emphasis added).
a. The State 's fire investigation expert, Jeffrey Long, was
qualified to testify about accelerant canine detection.
Defendant argues that Jeffrey Long, the State's fired investigation expert, was
unqualified to testify about canine accelerant detection because there was no evidence that
he ever participated in studies relating to the subject or had dog-handling experience and that
he relied on the alleged expertise of Dr. John DeHaan, whose qualifications were never
established. Aplt. Br. at 27-29. The argument fails for several reasons.
First, because defendant neither informed the prosecution of its objections to the
reliability of canine accelerant detection before trial nor attacked that evidence at trial, as
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discussed above, the prosecution was not adequately placed on notice that it should further
develop Long's expertise. See State v. Tolano, 2001 UT App 37, f 12, 19 P.2d 400
(defendant prejudiced by prosecution failure to provide adequate notice of expert witness
resulting in inadequate opportunity to prepare), cert, denied, 29 P.3d 1 (Utah 2001).
In any event, Long was qualified to testify about canine accelerant detection,
especially in light of the limited purposes for which it was admitted - - to assist in locating
areas that might contain accelerants. Long had lengthy credentials as a fire investigator,
which defendant acknowledges on appeal. Aplt. Br. 27-28. Long testified that he had
studied many articles on canine accelerant detection published by the NFPA and which
appeared on its website, in addition to Dr. DeHaan's article (R. 207:149). As a principal
member of the Technical Committee on Fire Investigation for the NFPA, see NFPA manual,
at 2, he was involved in demanding sessions in determining the contents of the NFPA
manual, which included a section on canine accelerant detection (R. 207:133,144). He also
attended annual seminars where the capabilities and use of the trained canines was discussed
(R. 207:133,145-46). Moreover, as an expert on fire investigation and a principal editor of
the 921 manual, one of the most authoritative texts on fire investigation, he was entitled to
rely the work of other in his field;' See State v. Lairby, 699 P.2d 1187, 1201 n. 16 (Utah
1984) ("[A]n expert witness in a civil or criminal case may rely on hearsay matter if it is the
kind of information that experts in the subject matter would regularly rely upon.") (citation
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omitted).11
b. The behavioral conditioning techniques used to train Oscar to
very selectively detect accelerants are simple, well-established,
broadly accepted, and currently yield a high level of accuracy.
Jeffrey Long and Rex Nelson, the State's fire investigation expert and Oscar's
handler, respectively, testified concerning the training of accelerant detection canines and
Oscar's training particularly. Accelerant detection canines began to be used in the early
1980's to detect ignitable liquids, hydrocarbons, much as a drug dog would detect drugs (R.
207:142,145). As noted above, Oscar was trained through the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearm program at Fort Royal, Virginia, from which he successfully graduated (R.
207:142,185,186-87). There, Oscar attended six weeks of training where he was imprinted
- - a training process in which canines are taught to alert to about nine different types of
odors and accelerants, including paint thinner, gasoline, kerosene, and diesel fuel (R.
207:185, 191).
Imprinting is a classic example of Pavlovian behavioral conditioning, applied to both

11

Defendant's challenge to Long's partial reliance on Dr. DeHaan's qualifications
because they were not presented at trial is also unpreserved. Aplt. Br. at 29-29. Indeed,
defendant at trial assumed Dr. DeHaan's expertise, attempting to challenge Long's
qualifications by arguing that Long's knowledge of accelerant canine detection rested on
little more than Dr. DeHaan's work (R. 207:149). Therefore, the Court should decline to
consider the argument. Crosby, 927 P.2d at 644. In any event, DeHaan's extensive
scientific contributions to fire investigation, including his studies on the matter at issue
readily qualify him as an authority on which Long could rely. See Aple. Br. at n.3.
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humans and animal in countless experimental and treatment settings.12 See Robert W.
Lundin, Theories and Systems of Psychology, 137-40 (3rd ed. 1985) (noting that Pavlovian
technique of conditioning responses through positive reinforcement "is as popular today as
ever"); United States Police Canine Association, supra, at 2 ("BATF trained canines are
trained using the traditional Pavlovian Conditioning) (emphasis added).

Imprinting

involves four steps.13 In the "initializing" step, the canine is exposed to a known ignitable
fluid odor, taught the mechanics of an alert, and receives a reward, either food or play. In
effect, the canine is "operantly conditioned" to learn a specific behavior (odor recognition)
will result in a desired effect (reward). Next, during "nullification," the dog is exposed to
pyrolysis products, learning not to alert when no accelerant is present.14 Third, the canine is
taught to discriminate between known accelerants and pyrolysis products by alerting only to
the appropriate samples.15 Finally, "verification" of the canine acting with his handler is

12

In considering the reliability of novel scientific evidence under rule 702, the
Utah Supreme Court has stated that "'published articles and books may . . . be used as
evidence supporting' the correctness of the general scientific principles and the accuracy
and reliability of the methods utilized." State v. Butterfield, 2000 UT 59, f 32 n.4, 27
P.3d 1133 (quoting Phillips, 615 P.2d at 1235 n.8) (relying extensively on scientific
papers and texts cited by the State).
13

The description of the imprinting process is set out in Gialamas, D.M.,
Enhancement of fire scene investigations using Accelerant Detection Canines, Science
and Justice: Journal of the Forensic Science Society , 1-2 (Summer, 1995).
14

"Pyrolysis: The chemical decomposition of a compound into one or more other
substances by heat alone." See NFPA Manual at 8.
15

The significance of training a canine to distinguish pyrolysis products was
briefly addressed at trial. Reading from the 921 manual, Long explained that many
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required, using blind studies followed by laboratory confirmation. This final process helps
assure that the canine is not alerting merely to receive a reward.
Once training is completed, the canine is ready for field service. However, continuous
and regular training is necessary. To maintain his training, Oscar underwent an annual recertification process (R. 207:197). Additionally, Oscar was trained seven days a week (R.
207:186). During these sessions, Nelson would put drops of accelerant in a number of
different places, and Oscar would be rewarded only if he correctly alerted to the spots (R.
207:186). Nelson also stated that Oscar would not be taken to a fire scene unless he was
successfully "calibrated" with an accelerant, to ensure that his nose is working (R. 207:186).
Oscar was trained to provide clear and discrete signals upon alerting to an accelerant.
At the scene, if Oscar alerted on an accelerant, he would sit until he was fed. On another
command, Oscar would put his nose directly on the spot he had alerted to, and Nelson would
feed him again (R. 207:186). Nelson limited false positive alerts by putting pressure on the
leash (R. 207:186). To further ensure Oscar's reliability by excluding the possibility of false
positive alerts, Nelson performed a discrimination line with Oscar, a procedure designed to
show that the canine was alerting to a specific sample and not some other potentially
distracting samples placed in close proximity (R. 207:189). During the investigation in this
case, Oscar alerted only to the two samples on which he first alerted and not to the
classes of chemical compounds contained in ignitable liquids are also produced by
burning common synthetic materials to yield pyrolysis products (R. 207:153-54). Thus,
he read, "[t]he sheer variety of [pyrolysis] products present in fire scenes suggests
possible reasons for some unconfirmed alerts by canines" (R. 207:154).
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"distractors" (R. 207:189).
Notwithstanding the completely conventional training to canines detect a limited
number of accelerants and to distinguish between those accelerants and pyrolysis products,
trained canines do make alerts that are unconfirmed by laboratory testing. At trial, however,
evidence of the scientific aspects of canine accelerant detection and its peculiar strengths and
challenges was also admitted, genuinely raising the question of reliability.

Long

acknowledged that in both his experience and in the scientific literature there were instances
when laboratory tests failed to confirm a canine's alert (R. 207: 147). See 921 manual,
114.5.3.5 ("Research has shown that canines have responded or have been alerted to
pyrolysis products that are not produced by an ignitable liquid and have not always responded
when an ignitable liquid accelerant was known to be present."); Gialamas, D.M., supra n. 12,
at 2 ("Although dogs have a powerful ability to discriminate between accelerants and
pyrolysis products, this is not 100% accurate).
The scientific authorities, however, uniformly attribute false positive alerts not to a
deficiency in the canine's olfactory sense, but rather to its remarkable sensitivity. See 921
manual, f 14.5.3.5 ("The canine olfactory system is believed [ ] capable of detecting gasoline
at concentrations below those normally cited for laboratory methods."); Gialamas, D.M.,
supra n.7, at 2 ("[Concerning canine's false positives, o]ne cannot have both superior
sensitivity and superior selectivity, as one precludes the other in nature. It follows that if
dogs are more sensitive than instrumentation, then it is unlikely that they are more selective
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than instrumentation/'); DeHaan, J.D., Canine Accelerant Detection Team, supra, at 17
(1994) ("The canine olfactory system is capable of detection on the order of 0.01 jul (lOnl)
of gasoline under good conditions, far below the detection limit of 0.1 - 0.5 jul normally cited
for laboratory methods."); Kurz, M.E., Evaluation of Canines for Accelerant Detection at
Fire Scenes, 39(6) Journal of Forensic Sciences 1528, 1535 (1994) ("[T]he dog's detection
limits may exceed that of the recovery gas chromatographic analysis method.").
Moreover, the accuracy rate for accelerant detection canines is easily measurable,
depending on the experimental design, and is generally shown to be fairly high. Compare
Tindall, R., supra, at 561-62 (finding the overall accuracy of 42 canine/handler teams in a
test discriminating the canines' ability to discriminate between accelerant and common
pyrolysis products was 96.7%) with DeHaan, J., supra, at 19 (reporting accuracy rate in
discrimination tests in 14 canine/handler teams ranging from 75% to 90%). Thus defendant's
comparison of canine accelerant detection to polygraph assertion is unfounded. See Crosby,
927 P.2d at 642-43 (observing that courts had refused to admit polygraph evidence, in part,
because of "the lack of any standardized testing procedures").
In this case, possibly because the issue was never raised, there is no evidence of
Oscar's rate of accuracy in distinguishing accelerant from pyrolysis products. However,
canines are trained at the BATF program to perform the same kind of sensitivity and
discrimination tests as they are directed to perform at a fire scene. See Strobel, R.A., supra,
at 1 -5 (describing the operant conditioning process used to train accelerant detection canines
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both to respond to

accelerants and to avoid alerting to other substances containing

compounds similar to those found in accelerants). Oscar had graduated from the BATF
program only seven weeks prior to his being called to sniff the fire scene in this case (R.
207:192). "Once fully trained, these [BATF] canines are 100% accurate during their daily
training." United States Police Canine Association, Accelerant Detection Canines, 2 (—)
Oscar was being trained daily, following his graduation (R. 207:186). Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that Oscar was a reliable dog. Strobel, R.A., supra, at 9 ("[A] well
trained canine team is a reliable indicator of the presence of an accelerant.").
In light of these facts attesting to the substantial reliability of canine accelerant
detection, its basic principles, and that Oscar was canines trained in a reputable program, and
considering that the State's experts clearly informed the jury
In support of his argument that canine accelerant detection evidence is insufficiently
reliable to be admitted, defendant cites two cases, neither of which are relevant to the
analysis in this case. Aplt. Br. at 18, 19,22,37. In Bureau Casualty Insurance Company v.
Foote, 14 S.W.3d 512 (Ark. 2000), the accelerant detection canine's handler, a state trooper,
made a creditable showing of the canine's accurate performance. Id. at 518-19. However,
because the prosecution failed to introduce any evidence bearing on the scientific reliability
of the evidence, it found the evidence unreliable under Daubert and state law. Id. at 520.
In contradistinction, Long and Nelson testified to the basic behavioral training underlying
canine accelerant detection. Further, the documents supplied in this brief, properly appended
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herein, fully and properly satisfy any deficiency in the record as to the basic principles and
techniques at issue. See Butterfield, 2000 UT 59 at ^f 32 n.4 (books and articles may support
showingof reliability on appeal).

People v. Acri, 662 N.E.2d 115 (111. Ct. App. 1996), is also

readily distinguishable. There, in a one-page opinion, the court applied only the Frye
standard, and not the inherent reliability standard, concluding that a disagreement among
authorities necessarily precluded admission of a canine's unconfirmed alerts. Id. at 116-17.
The better and more numerous authorities have implicitly recognized that accelerant
detection canines are not perfect machines, but useful, basically reliable tools that sometimes
make mistakes, and whose trained responses should not be dismissed when independent
corroborating evidence of arson also exists. See, e.g., United States v. Marji, 158 F.3d 60
(2nd Cir.) (per curiam) (no abuse of discretion in admitting expert testimony regarding alerts
by accelerant-sniffing canine, even though 921 manual was introduced to show such
evidence was not always reliable, where there was substantial additional evidence showing
accelerant was used; manual merely suggested that "special weight should not be assigned
to dog-sniff evidence in absence of any corroborating evidence), cert denied, 525 U.S.I 048,
119 S. Ct. 607 (1998); Commonwealth v. Gwynn, 723 A.2d 143,152 (Pa.), cert, denied, 528
U.S. 969,120 S. Ct. 410 (1999) (jury reasonably permitted to determine weight of testimony
of canine handler who had spent six weeks in training with dog whose reactions to gasoline
were sufficiently reliable, where other experts testified that pour patterns indicated that fire
had been set in four locations); Fones v. State, 765 So. 2d 849, 849-50 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App.
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2000) (unconfirmed alerts of canine, previously 80% to 90% accurate, admissible in case
where burn patterns on couch, expert assessment of rapid rate of burn and extent of damage
showed that fire had been intentionally set) ( burn patterns on couch, speed of fire, amount
of damage); Fitts v. State, 982 S.W.2d 175, 179-84 (Tex. Ct. App. 1999) (finding reliable
evidence of four alerts by highly reputable and accurate trained canine, only one of which
was confirmed, on more demanding reliability standards than applied in Utah, where expert
opined that fire was intentionally set based on "pour patterns").
Based on the foregoing authorities, the alerts of the accelerant detection canine in this
case are sufficiently reliable to be admitted. As in those cases, the alerts of the trained canine
in this case were not confirmed by laboratory analysis. However, there was independent
corroborating evidence that an accelerant was used to start the fire. In these circumstances,
therefore, evidence of Oscar's alerts should be found sufficiently reliable to be admitted.
Based on the foregoing argument and authorities, this Court may view canine
accelerant detection evidence analogously to eyewitness identification evidence. In State
v. Long, the court recognized that scientific and behavioral authorities had shown that human
perception and memory were so affected by a number of factors that eyewitness
identifications were basically unreliable. State v. Long, 721 P.2d 483,487-90 (Utah 1986).
Consequently, the court required that, where eyewitness identification was central to the case,
the trial court instruct the jury on the factors relevant to the reliability of the witness's
identification. Id. at 492. Extending its findings in Long, the court later held that an
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eyewitness identification should be suppressed if, upon consideration of all those factors, the
identification was unreliable. State v. Ramirez, 817 P.2d 774, 779-84 (1991) ( finding
sufficiently reliable an eyewitness identification made in very challenging circumstances).
The argument for reliability, and therefore admissibility, of the canine detection
evidence is much stronger in this case than it was in Ramirez. Based on his extensive,
specialized training, and the relatively controlled circumstances of the situation, Oscar's
alerts are more reliable than the witness's identification in Ramirez. Further, in accord with
Long, the jury was warned of the limitations of unconfirmed canine accelerant detection
evidence and that it was used primarily as a tool to locate and not to independently prove the
presence of accelerants. Cf. BATF, Proposed Temporary Interim Amendment to NFPA 921,
Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigation, at 3 (critcizing decisions made exclusively on
canine alerts). Given those admonitions and the basic reliability of the canine accelerant
detection, this Court should find that evidence reliable enough to be admitted.
CONCLUSION
Based on the above discussion, the state respectfully requests that defendant's
conviction be affirmed.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _S_

day of June, 2002
MARK L. SHURTLEFF
Attorney General

KENNETH A. BRONSTON
Assistant Attorney General
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IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
NFPA codes, standards, recommended practices, and guides, of which the document contained herein is one,
are developed through a consensus standards development process approved by the American National Standards
Institute. This process brings together volunteers representing varied viewpoints and interests to achieve
consensus on ftre and other safety issues. While the NFPA administers the process and establishes rules to
promote fairness in the development of consensus, it does not independently test, evaluate, or verify the accuracy
of any information or the soundness of any judgments contained in its codes and standards.
The NFPA disclaims liability for any personal injury, property or other damages of any nature whatsoever,
whether special, indirect, consequential or compensatory, directly or indirectly resulting from the publication, use
of, or reliance on this document. The NFPA also makes no guaranty or warranty as to the accuracy or
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

14.5.3 Collection of Evidence for Accelerant Testing. An
accelerant is anv agent, often an ignitable liquid, used to initiate or speed the spread of fire. Accelerant mav be found in
anv state: gas, liquid, or solid. Evidence for accelerant testing
should be collected and tested in accordance with ASTM E
1387, Standard Test Method for Ignitable Liquid Residues in Extracts
from Fire Debris Samples by Gas Chromatography, or with ASTM E
1618. Standard Test Method for Ignitable Liquid Residues in Extracts
from Fire Debris by Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry.
Liquid accelerants have unique characteristics that are
direcdy related to their collection as physical evidence. These
characteristics include the following:
(1) Liquid accelerants are readily absorbed by most structural components, interior furnishings, and other fire
debris.
(2) Generallv, liquid accelerants float when in contact with
water (alcohol is a noted exception).
(3) Liquid accelerants have remarkable persistence (survivability) when trapped within porous material.
When a canine/handler team is used to detect possible evidence of accelerant use, the handler should be allowed to
decide what areas (if any) of a building or site to examine.
Prior to anv search, the handler should carefully evaluate the
site for safety and health risks such as collapse, falling, toxic
materials, residual heat, and vapors and should be the final
arbiter of whether the canine is allowed to search. It should
also be the handlers decision whether to search all of a building or site, even areas not involved in the fire.
The canine/handler team can assist with the examination
of debris (loose or packaged) removed from the immediate
scene as a screening step to confirm whether the appropriate
debris has been recovered for laboratory analysis.
14.5.3.1 Collection of Liquid Samples for Accelerant Testing.
When a possible liquid accelerant is found in a liquid state, it can
easilv be collected using any one of a variety of methods. Whichever method is employed, however, the fire investigator should
be certain that the evidence does not become contaminated.
If readily accessible, the liquid accelerant may be collected
with a new syringe, eye dropper, pipette, siphoning device, or
the evidence container itself. Sterile cotton balls or gauze pads
mav also be used to absorb the liquid. This method of collection results in the liquid accelerant's becoming absorbed by
the cotton balls or gauze pads. The cotton balls or gauze pads
and their absorbed contents then become the physical evidence that should be sealed in an airtight container and submitted to the laboratory for examination and testing.
14.5.3.2 Collection of Liquid Evidence Absorbed by Solid Materials. Often, liquid accelerant evidence may be found only
where the liquid accelerant has been absorbed by solid materials, including soils and sands. This method of collection merely
involves the collection of these solid materials with their
absorbed contents. The collection of these solid materials may
be accomplished by scooping them with the evidence container itself or bv cutting, sawing, or scraping. Raw, unsealed, or
sawed edges, ends, nail holes, cracks, knot holes, and other similar areas of wood, plaster, sheet rock, mortar, or even concrete
are particularlv good areas to sample. If deep penetration is
suspected, the entire cross section of material should be
removed and preserved for laboratory evaluation. In some
solid material, such as soil or sand, the liquid accelerant mav
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absorb deeplv into the material. The investigator should therefore remove samples from a greater depth.
In those situations where liquid accelerants are believed to
have become trapped in porous material, such as a concrete
floor, the fire invesugator mav use absorbent materials such as
lime, diatomaceous earth, or non-self-nsing flour. This
method of collection involves spreading the absorbent onto
the concrete surface, allowing it to stand for 20 to 30 minutes.
and securing it in a clean, airtight container. The absorbent is
then extracted in the laboratory. The investigator should be
careful to use clean tools and containers for the recovery step
since the absorbent is easilv contaminated. A sample of the
unused absorbent should be preserved separatelv for analysis
as a comparison sample.
14.5.3.3 Collection of Solid Samples for Accelerant Testing.
Solid accelerant may be common household materials and
compounds or dangerous chemicals. Since some incendiary
materials remain corrosive or reactive, care should be taken in
packaging to ensure that the corrosive residues do not attack
the packaging container. In addition, such materials should
be handled carefully by personnel for their own safety.
14.5.3.4* Comparison Samples. When physical evidence is
collected for examination and testing, it is often necessary to
also collect comparison samples.
The collection of comparison samples is especiallv important in the collection of materials that are believed to contain
liquid or solid accelerant. For example, the comparison sample for physical evidence consisting of a piece of carpeting
believed to contain a liquid accelerant would be a piece of the
same carpeting that does not contain anv of the liquid
accelerant. Comparison samples allow the laboratory to evaluate the possible contributions of volatile pvrolvsis products
to the analysis and also to estimate the flammabilit\ p oerties of the normal fuel present.
It is recognized that comparison samples may be unavailable
due to the condition of the fire scene. It is also recognized that
comparison samples are frequently unnecessary for the valid
identification of ignitable liquid residue. The determinauon of
whether comparison samples are necessarv is made bv the laboratory analyst, but because it is usually impossible for an invesugator to return to a scene to collect comparison samples, they
should be collected at the time of the initial investigation.
If mechanical or electrical equipment is suspected in the
fire ignition, exemplar equipment may be identified and collected or purchased as a comparison sample.
14.5.3.5* Canine Teams. Properly trained and validated linkable liquid detection canine/handler teams have proven their
ability to improve fire investigations by assisting in the location
and collection of samples for laboratory analysis for the presence of ignitable liquids. The proper use of detection canines
is to assist with the location and selection of samples.
In order for the presence or absence of an ignitable liquid
to be scientifically confirmed in a sample, that sample should
be analyzed by a laboratory in accordance with 14.5.3. \nv
canine alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis should not
be considered validated.
Research has shown that canines have responded or have
been alerted to pvrolvsis products that are not produced bv an
ignitable liquid and have not alwavs responded when an ignitable liquid accelerant was known to be present. If an investigator feels that there are indicators of an accelerant, samples
should be taken even in the absence of a canine alert.
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The canine olfactorv svstem is believed capable of detecting gasoline at concentrations below those normallv cited for
laboratory methods. The detection limit, however, is not the
sole criterion or even the most important criterion for anv
forensic technique. Specificitv, the ability to distinguish
between ignitable liquids and background materials, is even
more important than sensitivity for detecuon of any ignitable
liquid residues. I'nlike explosive- or drug-detecting dogs,
these canines are trained to detect substances that are common to our evervdav environment. The techniques exist todav
for forensic laboratories to detect submicroiiter quantities of
ignitable liquids, but because these substances are intrinsic to
our mechanized world, merely detecting such quanuues is of
limited evidential value.
Current research does not indicate which individual chemical compounds or classes of chemical compounds are the key
"triggers" for canine alerts. Research reveals that most classes
of compounds contained in ignitable liquids maybe produced
from the burning of common synthetic materials. Laboratories that use ASTM guidelines (see Section 14.10) have minimum standards that define those chemical compounds that
must be present in order to make a positive determination.
The sheer variety of pyrolysis products present in fire scenes
suggests possible reasons for some unconfirmed alerts bv
canines. The discriminatorv ability of the canine to disunguish
between pyrolvsis products and ignitable liquids is remarkable
but not infallible.
The proper objective of the use of canine/ handler teams is
to assist with the selection of samples that have a higher probability of laboratory confirmadon than samples selected without the canine's assistance.
Canine ignitable liquid detecuon should be used in conjunction with, and not in place of, the other fire investigation
and analysis methods described in this guide.
14.5.4 Collection of Gaseous Samples. During certain types
of fire and explosion investigations, especially those involving
fuel gases, it may become necessary for the fire investigator to
collect a gaseous sample. The collection of gaseous samples
mav be accomplished by several methods, one of which is
shown in Figure 14.5.4.
FIGURE 14.5.4

Gathering a gaseous sample.

The first method involves the use of commerciallv available
mechanical sampling devices. These devices merelv draw a
sample of the gaseous atmosphere and contain it in a sample
chamber or draw it through a trap of charcoal- or polvmeradsorbing material for later analysis.
Another method is the uulizauon of evacuated air-sampling cans. These cans are specifically designed for taking gaseous samples.
14.5.5 Collection of Electrical Equipment and Components.
Before attempting to collect electrical equipment or components, the fire investigator should verify that all sources of electricity are off or disconnected. .All safetv procedures described
in Chapter 10 should be followed. Electrical equipment and
components may be collected as phvsical evidence to assist the
fire investigator in determining whether the component was
related to the cause of the fire.
Electrical components, after being involved in a fire, mav
become brittle and subject to damage if mishandled. Therefore, methods and procedures used in collection should preserve, as far as practical, the condition in which the phvsical
evidence was found. Before any electrical component is collected as physical evidence, it should be thoroughly documented, including being photographed and diagrammed.
Electrical wiring can usuallv be cut easilv and removed. This
tvpe of evidence may consist of a short piece, a severed or
melted end, or it might be a much longer piece, including an
unburned section where the wiring's insulation is still intact.
The fire investigator should collect the longest section of wiring practicable so that any remaining insulation can also be
examined. Before wires are cut, a photograph should be taken
of the wire(s), and then both ends of the wire should be
tagged and cut so that they can be identified as one of the following:
(1) The device or appliance to which it was attached or from
which it was severed
(2) The circuit breaker or fuse number or location to which
the wire was attached or from which it was severed
(3) The wire's path or the route it took between the device
and the circuit protector
Electrical switches, receptacles, thermostats, relavs, junction
boxes, electrical distribution panels, and similar equipment and
components are often collected as phvsical evidence. It is recommended that these types of electrical evidence be removed
intact, in die condition in which they were found.
When practical, it is recommended that anv fixtures housing such equipment and components be removed without disturbing the components within them. Electrical distribution
panels, for example, should be removed intact. .An alternative
method, however, would be the removal of individual fuse
holders or circuit breakers from the panel. If the removal of
individual components becomes necessary, the fire investigator should be careful not to operate or manipulate them while
being careful to document their position and their function in
the overall electrical distribution svstem.
If the investigator is unfamiliar with the equipment, he or
she should obtain assistance from someone knowledgeable
regarding the equipment, prior to disassembly or on-scene
tesung, to prevent damage to the equipment or components.
14.5.6 Collection of Appliances or Small Electrical Equipment Whenever an appliance or other tvpe of equipment is
believed to be pan of the ignition scenario, it is recommended
that the tire invesugator have it examined or tested. Appliances may be collected as physical evidence to support the fire
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Introduction
The joint Connecticut State Police, New Haven County State's Attorney's Office and
ATF Canine Accelerant Detection project is the culmination of ideas which were first
presented between these agencies in 1983. The first test dog, a yellow labrador
retriever named "Nellie", was produced by ATF in 1984 to establish the feasibility of
this detection system with results presented to the American Academy of Forensic
Sciences in February, 1984. The first "working" dog, "Mattie", began training in May,
1986 and was field operational by September, 1986. Both canines for this project
were donated by the Guide Dog Foundation, Smithtown, Long Island, NY.
This program exceeded initial expectations. The reasons for this lie with Captain
William N. Smith, Commanding Officer, Emergency Services Unit, Connecticut State
Police, for his total support and commitment to this program and canine training
officers Douglas Lancelot and James Butterworth, Connecticut State Police, for their
expertise, dedication and professionalism in training this canine for actual arson
scenes. This project was a joint effort between agencies and professional disciplines
and was only successful because of that joint effort.
Learning Through Conditioning Operant Conditioning
The primary role of the laboratory in the project was to monitor the canine during all
training and testing phases. The initial role during the conditioning phase of the
training involved the design and testing of a suitable apparatus for conditioning and
selection of the target odor. The initial target odor material was a 50% evaporated
gasoline sample placed in a metal specimen container (pill box) prepared as follows:
1.

A quantity of fresh gasoline was measured out and then allowed to
evaporate until half its original volume was gone. The sample was then

secured in a vapor tight container. This 50% evaporated sample closely
approximates the evaporated gasoline encountered in may arson cases.
2.

As conditioning began, 2 drops of the evaporated gasoline mixture was
placed in the specimen container. The container top has been
perforated with 5 - 1 0 holes to allow access to the gasoline vapor. The
training aid is now ready to use.
Testing by this laboratory has shown that detectable levels of gasoline
remain in the container for 8 hours. During this time the gasoline
continually evaporates, changing composition as it does. This is an
advantage since the dog will be exposed to and conditioned with a
collection of gasoline odors and compositions at levels from 50% to
beyond 95% evaporated gasoline.
For the subsequent testing the container may be reused with the
addition of 2 drops of 50% evaporated gasoline.

Once conditioning of the canine is thought to be completed, the laboratory should put
together a blind test as follows:
1.

Test samples consisting of tissue are placed in unused paint cans.

2.

Several of the cans are spiked with 3 ul (microliters) of 50% evaporated
gasoline. The 3 ul level was chosen because of the laboratory's ability to
consistently recover and detect accelerants from debris at this level.

3.

The cans are sealed until the search begins. In order to simulate search
procedures, the cans are placed in a room and the test conducted in a
manner so that the handler does not know whether the sample contains
gasoline. Care must be taken to prevent vapor from one can traveling to
the vicinity of another. This may be accomplished by adequate spacing
between containers ( 5 - 1 0 feet). If samples are shuffled for another
run, care must also be taken to insure a can is not placed in an area
previously occupied by residual vapor from a positive sample.

This training phase should be continued until testing produces no false positive or
false negative responses. Any problems should be addressed by having a laboratory
test the prepared sample cans for the presence or absence of accelerant or for
inadvertent contamination.
Detection Selectivity
The next training phase involves the use of the dog's ability to selectively target one
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odor among many. Selectivity can be defined as a detector's ability to be sensitive to
only one class of chemical compounds. A dog can be a selective detector by being
trained to discriminate between hydrocarbon accelerants and hydrocarbon pyrolysis
products.
Establishing Training Procedures and Monitoring Results
Many of the limitations associated with field accelerant detection instrumentation lies
with their specificity for detecting only accelerant. False positive indications are a
common occurrence. The main cause of this occurrence is that the detection systems
employed in these instruments also react to may similar classes of compounds not
used as accelerants. Another problem is that many classes of compounds used as
accelerants are, also naturally formed as a result of the fire chemistry involved in the
pyrolysis of synthetic materials. Plastics, for instance, are naturally composed of
hydrocarbons although not the same formulation of hydrocarbons found in
accelerants. During the burning process the plastic pyrolyzes to form individual
hydrocarbons that are detected by aU available field accelerant detection instruments
thus resulting in false positive indications as to the presence of an accelerant.
Determinations as to whether these indications are accelerant or false positives
require further extensive analysis in the laboratory via gas chromatography. The end
result is that when an investigator in the field receives a positive response with any
field accelerant detection instrument, he remains in doubt of his findings until the
laboratory analyzes his samples. The clear need for the investigator is for a detection
mechanism which provides a degree of selectivity, i.e., the ability to differentiate
between pyrolysis products and accelerants.
This phase of the experiment involves the discrimination training of the canine to
differentiate between pyrolysis odors and accelerant odors in order to produce a
canine detection system selective for accelerants. Pyrolysis products, although
composed of some of the same compounds that are found in accelerants, do not have
all the hydrocarbon components nor have those components in the same proportions
as the hydrocarbons in accelerant. It is this fact that allows the laboratory analyst to
differentiate pyrolysis products from accelerant. It was also anticipated that an
accelerant's particular collection of hydrocarbons in proper proportion would provide
a unique odor available to the animal, much as a collection of different flowers make
up the odor of a bouquet. The canine's ability to selectively discriminate one odor
among many has been successfully demonstrated in explosives detection work. Here a
dog was trained to selectively discriminate an accelerant odor from pyrolysis odors.
Experimental: The canine is subjected to discrimination training by the following
mechanism:
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1. Initialization
A.

Four empty cans are placed in line approximately five feet apart.

B.

One can contains 30 ul (2 drops) of 50% evaporated gasoline.

C.

The dog is processed through the cans and is rewarded when alerting on
the can with the gasoline. The dog has been initialized and operational
readiness has been established.

2. Nullification
A.

The dog is processed through four cans.

B.

One can in line contains a pyrolyzed sample.

C.

The dog is processed through the cans repeatedly until no reaction is
obtained on the pyrolysis sample.

D.

The dog now gives a null response to the pyrolysis sample.

3. Discrimination
A.

The dog is processed through four cans.

B.

Two cans contain the same pyrolyzed sample. One of these two cans
also contains gasoline.

C.

The dog is processed through the cans repeatedly and is only rewarded
upon alerting on the proper can. Can positions are changed with each
run.

D.

The dog can now discriminate between the particular pyrolysis odor used
and that odor plus gasoline.

4. Verification
A.

Testing now continues to verify the training that has taken place.

B.

Four cans of the same pyrolyzed material are processed by the dog. No
false alerts should occur.

C.

One of the cans is replaced with a sample of the same pyrolyzed
material with gasoline added at the 30 ul level.
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D.

The training process has been verified if the dog alerts on the proper can
and no false positive results are obtained.

Testing was conducted using the procedure outlined on the following materials:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Burned wood
Burned and unburned foam rubber
Styrene-butadiene based plastics, both burned and unburned
Styrofoam, burned and unburned
Burned and unburned carpet

The samples were run alone or with 30 ul of 50% evaporated gasoline added. In each
case the dog was successfully trained to discriminate between pyrolyzed samples and
pyrolyzed samples with gasoline. For most of the items the dog did not require
rigorous discrimination training but could readily discriminate between pyrolysis odor
and accelerant.
In the case of the burned carpet the dog continued to false alert until after several
cycles through the discrimination training.
No false positive alerts occurred during verification testing.
A training procedure has been established for the future training of the canine on new
samples. This procedure allows on-going training and is also amenable to on-site
training. This would be useful on any occasion where a false positive result is
encountered at a fire scene. The dog, using this procedure, can simply and quickly be
trained to ignore the prevalent pyrolysis odor and search for the accelerant. A series
of tests using this procedure demonstrated the ability to quickly train the canine.
The testing also demonstrated the ability of the canine to discriminate between those
volatile chemicals from pyrolyzed materials and from accelerants. This gives this
detection system an immediate advantage over field instruments. For example, of
the samples tested, the hydrocarbon detector would have given a false positive
response on the burned foam rubber, styrene-butadiene plastic, carpet and
styrofoam. No field accelerant detection equipment available today has the ability to
discriminate between accelerant and pyrolysis products.

Initial Field Trials
This phase introduces the canine to odors and conditions at a fire scene. It also
introduces the dog to the target odor in the atmosphere in which it will be working.
Thus two things will be tested here: 1) Can the dog detect the accelerant in the
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atmosphere of a fire scene; and 2) will the dog alert to any other odor present at the
scene creating a false positive alert?
The procedures for this phase were as follows:
1.

A fire scene is selected which has been processed and released by the
fire investigator.

2.

The canine handler "flakes" the scene at several locations with 2-drop
quantities of 50% evaporated gasoline.

3.

The scene is searched and any positive alerts are followed by collection
of the sample in an unused paint can. The areas where the handler
placed samples are also collected whether or not the dog alerted. The
sample alerts and flaked samples are recorded (see attached Canine
Accelerant Detection - Fire Log) and then sent to a laboratory for
analysis. The purpose of laboratory testing of any "false" positive alerts
is to attempt to identify what the dog alerted to. If the sample contains
a pyrolysis product, the handler can then undertake corrective training
to sharpen the dog's discrimination ability. The samples that were taken
of "flaked" areas are analyzed to verify the accelerant was present in
sufficient quantity to detect in the laboratory. In a case where the dog
missed a "flaked" location, the laboratory analysis will determine
whether the accelerant was present in sufficient quantity for the dog to
detect.

Successful completion of this phase is evidenced by no false negative responses (not
detecting handler placed samples) and a minimum of false positive responses.
Test Preparation
Canine Accelerant Detection Proficiency Test (Blind Testing)
One of the most important ways to evaluate handler/canine ability is through the use
of blind testing. This is the fairest means of assessing both the handler and his ability
and the canine's ability. The test should be set up and administered by a laboratory.
The samples can be prepared as follows:
1.

Four sets of four cans each are prepared.

2.

Each set contains similar burned samples. For example, one set may
contain burned carpet, one set burned plastics, one set burned foam
rubber, etc.,
The samples are burned, placed in the can, and the can covered to

3.
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extinguish the flame.
4.

After cooling, a 2-drop (30 ul) quantity (or less) of 50% evaporated
gasoline is placed on the burned sample in one or more cans of the set.
One set should always be left without any samples containing accelerant
to test the canine's false positive rate.

Note: a sample should never be prepared by placing accelerant on the sample
material and then burning. There can be no assurance in this case that accelerant
will be present after the burn.
A sample test is attached.
Test Protocol
Procedures for Administering Test
1.

Run each numbered set separately. (4 cans marked A,B,C,D, per set).

2.

There may be 1, 2 or no cans in each set with an accelerant.

3.

Be certain the cans are placed in a circle and spaced apart a minimum of
15 feet to insure that no odor overlap between samples. When changing
sets, be sure a new can does not occupy the same location as a previous
sample where residual accelerant vapor may have remained.

4.

Extreme care must be taken when handling the cans to avoid cross
contamination. A person other than the handler will be responsible for
placing, opening the cans and replacing the lids. The lids should be
opened in such a manner as to avoid contact between the hand and
inner surface of the lid. This insures that any target odor condensed on
the lid is not transferred to the hand which may contaminate subsequent
samples. After removal, the lid is placed on the ground adjacent to the
can with the interior surface facing upward.

5.

The team may make two passes on each set of cans before the handler
makes a call as to whether or not there has been a find.

6.

Record results on charts provided (see attached Canine Blind Test
Report).

7.

Reseal each can with the original lid and store the samples in the event
that future re-testing by the lab is necessary.
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NOTE: The training wheel may be used in place of the circle array.
Sample Test
K-9 Blind Testing
Sample #

Burned Materials

Accelerant and Quantity

Set #1

A. Carpet and Padding

None
20 ul 50% Evaporated
Gasoline
None
None

B. Carpet and Padding
C. Carpet and Padding
D. Carpet and Padding
Set #2

A. Polyethylene Plastic, Foam Rubber
B. Polyethylene Plastic, Foam Rubber
C. Polyethylene Plastic, Foam Rubber
D. Polyethylene Plastic, Foam Rubber

Set #3

A. Carpet and Foam Rubber

Set #4

B.
C.
D.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Carpet and Foam Rubber
Carpet and Foam Rubber
Carpet and Foam Rubber
Foam and Fabric From Furniture
Foam and Fabric From Furniture
Foam and Fabric From Furniture
Foam and Fabric From Furniture

None
None
20 ul 50% Evaporated
Gasoline
None
10 ul 50% Evaporated
Gasoline
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

Documentation
Throughout the canine training and testing, it is very important that documentation in
the form of logs be kept of daily training methods, results of training exercises and of
fire scenes visited with both canine alerts and the laboratory's analysis of those alerts.
This documentation will provide the basis for answering questions during subsequent
court proceedings on the reliability of the canine accelerant detection program.
Documentation is the key for establishing credibility for the program. (See attached
samples of the Fire Log, Daily Log and Blind Test Log)
It is recommended that the Canine Accelerant Detection Proficiency Test (Blind Test)
be conducted at least yearly and proper documentation kept.
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Procedures for Routine Use of the Canine in Actual Investigations
After successful conditioning, selectivity training, field trials and blind testing the
canine team is ready to be integrated with the field investigation. The proper role of
the dog team will be to assist the fire investigator in the collection of samples for
laboratory analysis. The fire investigator directs the K-9 team to search for
accelerants in areas he has designated. Once a sample has been selected and
packaged the dog can be used as a check to see that the proper material was chosen
by surveying all the collected evidence samples. Records should be kept of the canine
alerts and the intensity of the alert. This information can then be compared to
laboratory results (see attached "Canine/Laboratory Feedback Form) to determine
how well the dog is working. If the dog is false alerting on a particular type of burned
material, that material can be identified and corrective discrimination training
undertaken.
The laboratory's instrumentation is more selective in its identification of a particular
accelerant material. For this reason the lab's analysis must be considered over any
alert by the dog. Any alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis must be considered a
false positive. This is not contrary to the fact that a well trained canine team is a
reliable indicator of the presence of an accelerant material.
Basic Guidelines for Establishing an Canine Accelerant Detection Program

1.

It is strongly recommended that the handler selected has received a basic
patrol or detector dog course, either from a police department or the U. S.
Military.

2.

Laboratory monitoring of K-9 capabilities:
a)

during the operant conditioning phase; to verify presence and
level of target compounds(s) (i.e. gasoline, kerosene, etc.).

b)

during discrimination training to verify presence of accelerant
among pyrolysis odors.

c)

during initial field training to identify the source of false positives
and suggest further discrimination training.

d)
a minimum of an annual certification of K-9 through the use
of a blind test.
3.

Recognition that any K-9 will produce false positive indications as to the
presence of an accelerant and that laboratory verification of all positives is
9

necessary.
4.

Recognition that the K-9's role is to assist the fire investigator in the selection
of samples for subsequent laboratory analysis for the presence of accelerants,
and to provide a preliminary indication of the presence of an accelerant.
The use of a K-9's indication (alert) to the presence of an accelerant is only one
of the many factors used in a fire investigator's origin and cause determination
and can never be the sole basis for that determination.

5.

Adherence to fire scene protocols in the use of the dog.
a)

initialization: to determine if K-9 is working properly.

b)

proper search pattern techniques.

c)

on-site discrimination training as needed.

d)

verification of all positives by crime lab.

6.

On-going discrimination training as the K-9 is exposed to a variety of pyrolyzed
materials.

7.

Understanding that the canine will be learning at a faster rate than the
handler. Quality laboratory oversight of canine's testing is a must.

CANINE /LABORATORY FEEDBACK FORM [not included]
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THE FOLLOWING T1A HAS BEEN PROPOSED TO THE NFPA. ITS PUBLIC REVIEW AND
COMMENT PERIOD ENDED APRIL 26. 1996. THE NFPA STANDARDS COUNCIL WILL
REVIEW THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION AND THEN DECIDE WHETHER TO ISSUE THE TIA
AT AN UPCOMING MEETING.

Proposed Tentative Interim Amendment to
NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigation

Add a new 6-5.9 to read as follows:
6-5.9 Canine Teams. Trained canine/handler teams can assist investigators in
locating areas for collection of samples for laboratory analysis to identify the
presence of materials that may be accelerants.
Add a new 9-5.3.4 to read as follows:
9-5.3.4* Canine Teams. Properly trained and validated ignitable liquid detection
canine/handler teams have proven their ability to improve fire investigations by
assisting in the location and collection of samples for laboratory analysis for the
presence of ignitable liquids. The proper use of detection canines is to assist with the
location and selection of samples.
In order for the presence or absence of an ignitable liquid to be scientifically
confirmed in a sample, that sample should be analyzed by a laboratory in accordance
with paragraph 9-5.3. Any canine alert not confirmed by laboratory analysis should
not be considered validated.
Research has shown that canines have responded or alerted to pyrolysis products that
are not produced by an ignitable liquid and have not always responded when an
ignitable liquid accelerant was known to be present. If an investigator feels that
there are indicators of an accelerant, samples should be taken even in the absence of
a canine alert.
The canine olfactory system is believed capable of detecting gasoline at
concentrations below those normally cited for laboratory methods. The detection
limit, however, is not the sole criterion, nor even the most important criterion for any
forensic technique. Specificity, the ability to distinguish between ignitable liquids
and background materials, is even more important than sensitivity for detection of
any ignitable liquid residues. Unlike explosive- or drug-detecting dogs, these canines
are trained to detect substances which are common to our everyday environment.
The techniques exist today for forensic laboratories to detect sub-microliter
quantities of ignitable liquids, but because these substances are intrinsic to our
mechanized world, merely detecting such quantities is of limited evidential value.

Current research does not indicate which individual chemical compounds or classes of
chemical compounds are the key "triggers' lor canine alerts. Research reveals that
most classes of compounds contained in ignitable liquids may be produced from the
burning of common synthetic materials.
Laboratories which use ASTM guidelines (see section 9-10) have minimum standards
which define those chemical compounds which must be present in order to make a
positive determination. The sheer variety of pyrolysis products present in fire scenes
suggests possible reasons for some unconfirmed alerts by canines. The discriminatory
ability of the canine to distinguish between pyrolysis products and ignitable liquids is
remarkable but not infallible.
The proper objective of the use of canine/handler teams, is to assist with the
selection of samples that have a higher probability of laboratory confirmation than
samples selected without the canine's assistance.
Canine ignitable liquid detection should be used in conjunction with, and not in place
of, the other fire investigation and analysis methods described in this guide.
Add a new A-9-5.3.4 to read as follows:
A-9-5.3.4 For more information, see Kurz, M. et al., Evaluation of Canines for
Accelerant Detection at Fire Scenes, Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol. 39, No. 6,
November 1994, pp. 1528-1536.
DeHaan, J., Canine Accelerant Detection Teams: Validation and Certification, CAC
News, California Association of Criminalists, July 1994
Tindall, R. and Lothndge, K., An Evaluation of 42 Accelerant Detection Canine Teams,
Journal of Forensic Sciences, Vol. 40, No. 4, July 1995, pp. 561-564

Existing Judicial Emergency Requiring Issuance of TIA
Georgia Leonhart
NFPA 921 Task Group on Canine & Electronic Detection
There are two distinctly different concerns regarding the reliability of a positive
indication or alert by an ignitable-liquid detection dog:
1. Is the dog's alert sufficiently reliable to establish probable cause
for an investigator or officer to have a reasonable suspicion that a
crime has been, is being, or will be committed, so as to allow for
the issuance of a warrant for search and seizure or, if necessary, a
2

warrantless search and seizure?

Assuming that indicators, of reliability are present regarding the particular dog and its
handler (e.g. that the dog and its handler are properly trained, and that the dog is not
suffering from any physical condition which would impair its olfactory abilities), it is
the clear consensus of the Fire Investigation Committee that an alert by a canine
which in the mind of the handler establishes a reasonable suspicion that an accelerant
is present, is sufficient to establish probable cause for search or seizure (most
importantly, seizure of samples from the area of the dog's alert for the purposes of
laboratory testing). This issue does not evidence an emergency.

2. Is the dogs alert sufficiently reliable to establish that an accelerant
(defined by NFPA 921 as "An agent, often an ignitable liquid, used
to initiate or speed the spread of fire") was used in any particular
fire?
Without more, the answer is a resounding NO. The nature and the extent of
misinformation presented to and relied upon by our nation's jurists has created an
emergency situation which can result in irreparable harm unless immediate steps are
taken to alert and inform those involved within the court system of the professionally
and scientifically proper and generally accepted role of dogs in a fire investigation.
This is not an emergency occasioned by disagreement with any court decision, or any
bias for or against criminal prosecution. Rather, the emergency is occasioned by the
committee's recognition that certain courts have premised their decisions on the basis
of unreliable evidence and testimony. The committee, as specially trained members
of the scientific, engineering and fire investigative community, know that evidence
and testimony relied upon by our nation's courts have been empirically proven to be
false. In essence, a fraud is being perpetuated upon the judicial system,
There is no doubt that the admission or suppression of evidence exclusively rests
within the province and the discretion of the court, and the primary cntenum is
reliability. Unless reliable, no thing can be admissible because it can be of no
probative value. The weight to be given to that evidence rests within the exclusive
province of the finder of fact, judge or jury, and it is not the intention of the
Technical Committee on Fire Investigations to usurp their authority and charge.
Prior to addressing specific decisions, it is important to note that a repeated and
primary consideration of the courts in their decisions recognizing the admissibility
and, therefore, the reliability of a drug detection dog's alert is the fact that each dog
is trained to alert to one or more specific and illegal drugs (e.g. marijuana and/or
cocaine), not found within our normal environments, the physical presence of which is
3

easily confirmed and the simple possession of which constitutes a crime. Conversely,
ignitable-liquid detection dogs are trained to detect the presence, in microscopic
amounts, of substances that are normally and innocently transported, located and
utilized by people, within their vehicles, homes and other buildings (e.g. gasoline and
turpentine).
In the judicial arena, the most important function of this TIA is to inform the courts
that (contrary to representations currently made) "canines have responded or alerted
to pyrolysis products that are not produced by an ignitable liquid and have not always
responded when an ignitable liquid accelerant was known to be present." It is
expressly premised upon that proven fact that, "(a)ny canine alert not confirmed by
laboratory analysis should not be considered validated."
A review of recent decisions clearly establishes the emergency need for the proposed
TIA.
First consider the decision and Order of the Supreme Court of Delaware, decided June
4, 1993, in the matter of State of Delaware vs. Reisch, wherein the court upheld an
arson conviction premised upon a dog's unverified alert, coupled with a burn pattern
which, according to the testimony of two assistant state fire marshals, indicated "the
probable use of a small amount of chemical accelerant." Succinctly stated, a sample
had been taken from the area what was described as a "pour pattern." The dog
alerted to the sample. "No laboratory tests were performed to verify this
identification."(emphasis added).
The defendant argued that the dog's indication was unreliable because his prior
identifications had been scientifically confirmed only 17 out of 80 times. In response,
the court stated:
While the defendant notes that only 17 of 80 positive identifications by
the dog have been scientifically corroborated, there is no evidence that
the dog has incorrectly identified substances as accelerants ....
The trial judge was satisfied that because the dog had never been
incorrect in identifying the source, the dogs prior record before the
court established the dog's experience, skill and training to the court's
satisfaction. (Emphasis added.)
The obvious and illogical result of this position is that if a handler and his dog wish to
maintain a 100% effectiveness rating, all they need do is to ensure that samples are
not taken and that the dog's alert is never verified through laboratory tests. From the
true-life scenario of no laboratory testing of the sample, one then progresses to
testing with inconclusive results.
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Consider the decision rendered by the Supreme Court of Iowa on May 25, 1994, in the
matter of State of Iowa vs. Buller, affirming an arson conviction premised upon
testimony of "a dog's actions that indicated it detected the scent of a fire accelerant."
The dog in the case was self-trained by its handler, who having testified that "there is
no place he could have received training on the subject of training and using a dog to
detect fire accelerant", claimed that it was a specialty he had developed himself with
this dog. He trained the dog to respond to gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene, charcoal
lighter fluid, alcohol, and other unidentified flammable liquids.
The court found that in 3 out of 4 cases, the dog's "location by scent of accelerant was
later confirmed by laboratory tests using a gas chromatograph." Though it conceded
that a 25% rate of cases lacking confirmation was not impressive, this was explained
away on the basis of human error in obtaining the samples and the dissipation of
accelerant from the samples taken, prior to testing.
In the present case, later laboratory tests proved inconclusive, placing this
analysis within the twenty-five percent group. But the State offered evidence
strongly indicating that the laboratory analysis was considerably [ess reliable
in detecting fire accelerants than trained dogs. There was no evidence that
(the dog) would indicate the existence of an accelerant where no accelerant
existed.
The appellate court's holding, was that:
Accelerant detection by a trained dog is probative in arson cases in
that it provides direct evidence that a crime has been committed.
From "inconclusive" test results, we move on to a case where the laboratory results
were negative for the presence of an accelerant (ignitable liquid).
Consider the per curium decision rendered by the Superior Court of New Jersey,
Appellate Division, in the matter of State of New Jersey v. Acevedo, Case no, A-189691T4. A detective of the New Jersey State Police testified that an accelerant had
been used to start the fire and a detective of the Atlantic City Police Department
testified that his accelerant-detection dog had a positive reaction when he tested
Acevedo's clothing for flammable liquid vapors, the second floor area of the burned
building and the back seat of the vehicle in which Acevedo was arrested. The sole
basis of both the trial court's and appellate court's decisions to sustain the arson
conviction was the "reliability' of the dog's positive indication or alert. The appellate
court quoted Judge Ridgway (the judge who presided over the trial), from the trial
transcript, as follows:
(The) Court accepts the testimony of the officer and concludes therefrom that
the technique or method of utilizing the canine has sufficient scientific basis to
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produce a uniform and reasonably reliable result
And, as I stated before, and I wrote this down as quote, the officers
stated, I quote, the dogs have never identified an accelerant where
one was not present. And I accept his testimony and certainly it was
persuasive with regard to the type of tests the dogs were put through
during the course of training. (Emphasis added).
The appellate court then stated that, "Judge Ridgway explained that he agreed with
the State that the general acceptance of scientific evidence could be proved by
expert testimony of general acceptance among those in the profession. Judge
Ridgway found that such general acceptance was proven in this case."
As is too often the case, however, the full story cannot be gleaned from the appellate
decision. The true magnitude of emergency occasioned by the Acevedo decision is
evidenced within a letter from the assistant prosecutor who handled the case to the
police chief who supervised the underlying investigation, within which letter he
states:
In the course of the investigation you utilized the specially trained
accelerant detection dogs of the... Police Department. These dogs
detected accelerant at the crime scene even though the lab tests came
back nega .ve for accelerant. At the trial I introduced the expert
testimony of the dog handlers to establish that an arson occurred.
Obviously this was important testimony which resulted in the defendant's
conviction.

This is the first time in the State of New Jersey that this type of
testimony has been admitted into evidence. This opinion makes it clear
that the utilization of accelerant detection dogs in the future will be
admissible at trial. (Emphasis added).
The assistant prosecutor is right and he has clearly established the existence of an
emergency situation. Due to the frequent use of unreported opinions, and the
overwhelming number of cases which are resolved "out-of-court" (e.g. by plea bargain
or settlement) premised upon existing case law, the true extent of the emergency is
unknown. But the emergency does exist and its implications are alarming.
NFPA 921 is the result of nearly a decade of effort intended to eliminate an unreliable
hocus-pocus approach to fire investigation and to substitute in its stead "a systematic
working framework or outline by which effective fire investigation and origin and
cause analysis can be accomplished."
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The emergency nature of this situation is characterized by instances where members
of the extended fire community, have falsely testified, through ignorance or artifice,
regarding the nature of a positive alert or indication by ignitable-liquid detection
dogs. When properly used, these dogs are valuable tools to fire investigators in the
proper conduct of an investigation. Their misuse and abuse within the context of the
judicial system, however, will ultimately serve to jeopardize their value for all
purposes.
Our awareness of this situation, if coupled with inaction, constitutes acceptance of
and acquiescence in these misstatements and misapplication of facts to law. The
emergency exists and the only effective means to address this matter is through the
proposed TIA.
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Caalne Accelerant Detection Teams;
Validation and Certification
QMHZ DETECTION
Dogs have been used for centuries
to hunt and seek due to their excellent
DcmoDucnoN
olfactory capability coupled with a drive
In 1966, Connecticut State Police lo cooperate with a human handler
and RATF pioneered the use of canines Dogs art trained to respond to the de*
U\ sniffing out residua of flammable sired stimulus by exposing (hem lo ii
liquids it arson scenes. ThefiratfWddog followed by positive reinforcement This
•Matty* proved ID be a real asset to reinforcement can be to the form of food
investigators throughout the Northeast. (food reward), praise, or pby tplay reCanine accelerant detection teams have ward). The process is repeated and reinbecome more wkfefy used each year forced over time. Refinements include
s. .xx thefirstsuccessful effort. Then: arc discrimination training by discouraging
now teams In almost every scace and respond to w u h r but andearable »muli.
training of new dogs is being conducted Because of their olfactory prowess and
by ax least seven police or fire agencies strong hunt/play drive, retrievers of variand myriad private trainers, Scare Finn ous types are vtrf suitable for detecting
and Aetna have both underwrxoen the
arson accelerants. Because they must
costs of training dogs and handlers for
work around people other dan their
police and fire departments across the
handler In a variety of situations, a calm
country. All this means thai there are now
and friendly demeanor is essential Once
15 teams in California and at least one
again, rctrieven are found to beexcellcnt
team In each adjoining ant.
in this regard. Both food reward (dry
The canine olfactory system b ca«
kibble) and play reward (tugHoy or chew
pable ofdetecting on (he order or 0,01 ul
toy) are used. Dogs are typically trained
(TO nl) of gasoline under good conHf on evaporated gasoline as a primary
cions, far below the detection knit of 0.1
target and other flammable liquid
0.5 u! normally diedforlaboratory meth- accelerants such as diesel fuel, kerosene,
ods. Since debris* recovered at locations
charcoal lighter, lacquer thinner (and
indicated by the canine is normally subsometimes acetone and methanol) as
mitted for bb analysis, this gap in sensisecondary targets. The desired response
tivtycouki lead to problems where 'negacm be either a point-and-sit, called a
tive' lab findings art repotted on 'posipassive alert, oradig-paw-and-brte.calied
1
ts vc hits of the canine. S in< ere there is no
m active or aggressive alert. AH variaway tc cross-examine the canine about
tioas are bang used successfully in the
its method of analysis, reproducibility,
field today.
accuracy, or discrimination, the only
means to assess its reliability is by its
performance on a standard!zed tear 6«nce FAK1Y TESTING
tn 1992, the author conducted three
che canines in use c^ay come from
several different w i | ^ p^^ams and test series of a privately-owned canine in
some are trained to pcrtnt-and-sit tpas- Southern California, Sets of ttaaniples
sive alert) or dfg-and-paw (aggressive/ were prepared andPfent as a blind test to
active alert), any test protocol immallow the dog's owner/handler. Each set contained several •blanks' of various subfor these variations.
strates
(carpet, plastics, plywood) and
Incoopenuon with cheCA State Fire
specimens
containing 10-W \d of flamMarshal, the author has developed a (esc
protocol which has been reviewed na- mable liquids spiked ontoihidrbrii in
tionally and which was implemented in each can. Subsets of five "cans were
tests administered in January and March selected, opened and set out in an indoor
of this year. This paper will describe the area known to be free of interferences.
preliminary testsand the certification rest The dog was then instructed to search the
cans. Any posicivc alms were recorded,
protocol.
with all tests videotaped for later review.
The cans were reseaied and returned to
the laboratory *br contfnnatory testing by
passive absorptiorv<e!ii»jon and OOTID
analysis. Arty sample WI^M content eouki
This paper was tvied "Most Oittnor be confirmed by post-test analysis
standing Paper' oftbc Spring 19S>4
was considered invrJid
Semitiar, Qah!d)ui,CA.

J.D. DeHaan
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These cariy tests revealed the a m - 1
tinuous improvement of the canirWhan-1
dier team whh tune, training and p o c - l
tkx. From the fat Kt (A) of 20 » n p l e *
****** • W accuracy was recorded
including two false positives (to carpet
blanks) and the second (B) where £ £ *
accuracy was recorded Including rwo
false positives ~ one to cupei and one
to vodka, to setsCandD, each wi**7VH
accuracy. Sample set C used 5-10 ul
sptkes and 3 of the 20 samples could nor
be confirmed by CC after examination.
By the sandards developed in hter testing (discarding as "Invalid" such samples),
the accuracy ratejxearoe 14/17 or 82%
ThefirstOut* tests indicated ipSh
sible distraction provided by the cans
and it was decided that future tests would
In/olved removal of the targets from the
cans. Sample set D was prepared using 25 ul quantities of various flammable liquids and was examined by the origin^
canine team and a second team which
had been trained separately Both dogs
scored more than 7^H accuracy and the
results for the rwo dogs matched 80H of
the time (16 of 20 samples) and differed
only on a lacquer thinner (3 ul), a vodka
target and a carpet blank. Both dogs
successfully detected 0.5 ul of SOH evaporated gasoline on chaired carpet, as did
laboratory testing

cnmncATTON TESTING
In January 1994, 7 of the 14 canine
teams in California were tested according
to che protocol circulated nationally *or
comments in October 1993 (see .iruched
draft App. 1). Two abandoned houses
were prepared in Frtsno, one for "can"
tests and a second one for "burn room"
tests.
• In chefirstphase of this test, a sec of
S c a n s were prepared in the CG laboratory for each canine. Each can contained
a piece of burned substrate (plywood
yiene# or uphobtery-fabric/uretharic cushion). Fifteen carts of each ser were selected at random and between IQ and 3C
ul of flammable liquid was added to
each. Theflammableliquids w e e ; WH
evaporated gasoline, acetone, lacquer
thinner, cigarette lighter fuel, diesel ftiel,
and kerosene.The remaining five cans of
each set were Wanks. Five enns were
opened at a time and the targets placed
out fn a room which had been previously
checked by the canine team, The targets
were allowed to sir for 10 minutes before
the team examined them ar\d were replaced Into d>e same cans Immediately

after examination. All 20 cans were then
lab-iested by pasjive charcoal trap/elution and gas chromatography. Of the 1W
cans examined, only one was found noi
to contain the accelerant it was designated to contain. Offsets were equal; the
amounts of liquids were varied onJy to
maintain adequate sample a vapof pre*surt throughout the test, less of gajoline
and kerosene, more of acetone (easily
lose by evaporation) and diesel fuel t b w
volatility/vapor pressure).
A score sheet, such as App. 2, was
used for each team. The reverse was used
to record the locations of placement of
lite targets. Note thai diere is s p e c foe
preliminary (labeled1) concents as well as
lab confirmation of the contents next to
each sample. Bach team examined Thejr*
test room prior to placement of any
samples. This phase went well considering the newness of the test protocol.
Some handlers misunderstood instructions; and scoring aietts (hits) on five
targets at a time was confusing sometimes. All tests (including pre-tat insuuetiers) were videotaped for bter reference. One handler did use the video to
review die 'calls* made and correct any
scoring misunderstandings.
The small quantities of liquid mininii2ed die chance of transfers between
die samples and the test-room floocs (die
or wood>. One dog remembered (?) a
phone book and indicated on it after the
target was removed Because all test
samples were double-blind (coded
sample cans which were •unknown" to
the test administrators) there was no way
of placing *hof samples only over locaW
tions which had F r - j M f r ***
samples. No other M«13P*caitd any
"memory11 problem, buriKe teutons of
the test targets were changedQSaMiui
every test series and each <feg fed a
different room (or area *f&r its t m . Idler
in the day some handlers were asked to
take their dogs through rooms used previously and no cani ne showed any aferts
to residues on the floor from previous
tests. Finally, the low fabt-podtiut: rale
for all canines (less than 10%) indicated
dnt no problems were posed by punting
all 20 targets out In a single room. It was
intended that all rooms would be equal
but there were not enough 'clean* rooms
available and some dogs had to use
hallways and suuwclls. This will be
avoided infaiuretests. If did appear that
some handlers ignored or missed positive alerts and the videotapes wffl be
duplicated for review and training purposes for the handlers involved.

The second phase of each lest In- ethanol. Four of the gasoline samples in
volved burning a room which hada bed, tests !0 and 11 contained 2 ul of gasoline
chair, carpet, pad, and sheeuock walls and one contained 0.5 ul,
using afireaccelerated only with crumpled
The bum scene scores are reflected
newspapers. Each team was allowed to in d* comments at the bottom of Table
examine the burned room for false posi- 1. There were six spiked targets In each
tives. In the teams absence, 10 ul (one scene. In two o/ the icenes. acetone
drop) of each of six flammable liquids could not be verified as having, been
were placed on sii different targets In the present due to water in the carpet pad,
room. After scabtluangfor 10 minutes, die and so diere was a potential of ^ correct
team was allowed to examine the room. ax each oi these scenes. On dog (*1)
Samples of any 'indicated* material were indicated on two additional areas which
recovered for lab analysis at the direction were sampled at &e direction of die
o( the handler and numbered in se- handler so Chat accounted for 8 samples.
quence from 21 to 28. Two comparison -for the dog not trained on diesel fuel (§2)
samples could also be selected by the the diesd target was placed but not
handler. If the team missed my targets, scored
samples of the targets were recovered by
This testing resulted in two clear
the rest team at the conclusion of the test a e t o n e s o f scona.. W i S«L61H, and
for laboratory confirmation. Of the six b 4 * vs 9Wi, 76H. and 77)4. All three
liquids, gasoline and lighter fuel were niJPiconnTdBpwmpassive alert dogs
routinely defected, kerosene and lacquer and * was suggested that a modification
thi nner less often, and acetone and diesel to the test protocol might be necessary.
fuel • lately. Water on the carpet made Additional testing showed that the agdetection of acetone unpredictable and gressive alert dog's attention was better
the Cool temperatures Cca, 48"F) reduced maintained if die target were concealed
the volatility of diesel fuel substantially. in something that did not readily move
All seven rooms were as equal in size, away when pawed, allowing for a full
fuel toad, and fire damage as die test dig-and-toit response. The supplemental
provider could make them Ail targets" tesoftg conducted for two of the aggreswere equal and presented on the same sive alert dogs in March 1994 resulted in
surface and in the same manner in each an improvement of both dogs overall
room for all teams.
scores—from 50H to 6l% and from 61%
to 77%.
RESULTS
COMMENTS
Origjnaliy> a target passing score of
MarcM^I^Sii^tiSSyL * recorded
STTSJeVTests 1-7 arethe certification 75K was selected<rather arbitrarily). This
tests conducted in January 1994 while threshold appears to be valid in spite of
tesa S and 9 reflect *BL result* of a the small number of dogs tested ObviR i f l e d test used ferSb aggressive ously, this passinjf score wiH be evalualert dog* in aPretest In ^®eh l » 4 , Testfc ated as more dogs are tested in future
10 and 11 are theresultsof two pilot les*^ sessions.
The test as constituted now U uniqu e
administered in Marc& 1993 which bK
eluded no buns exeiriaf. The result* are because it provides both dbcrfrrdnaoon
samples comet for each canine — e f , (via preparedsamples) and scene testing
when a blank Is offered, a •no alert* is the (via direct exam oi a spike scene) for
correct response and a 'false positive" b each canine team. Several points are of
recorded when a dog alerts on the sped- interest:
men. The number of samples in each
l.The substrates are ail common
category reflects the number vertfadby
bb analysis after the o n i n e test. So test interior materials burned In an open
4, for instance, hail only two acetone- natural gasflamebunsen burner to open
spiked orgets and three desel targets flame. The fames are extinguished by
because one sample was verified to have smothering in die can. After being cooled,
diesd In k instead of the acetone In- liquids are added by mfcroplpette ditended One sample In test 6 was sup- recrfy onto the substrate.
posed to contain gasoline but could not
be verified by GC so it was considered an
2 .The cans are bbeled on the Ud and
invalid ample, and the maximum score the bottom by scratching the code numwas 19 Instead of 20. In teat 10 and U. bers dl^ecdy on the metal. The solvents
vodka was used in three "blanks* since used in many inks could provide disuncthe dogs are not expected to alert on dons Forceps arc used to transfer samples
31

from o n to tea room and bndt and are
cleaned in MeOH between simples.

CONCLUSIONS

statementendorsing the use of canines In
WWII* analysis S d
No substrate material used (to date) ^ M b ^ l t p r o t x ^
3 -4//samples am examined by GO provoked reproducible false positive Oflncriilud^veT^riien^
FID of a charrraj «rip-absoqxion/eIu- alerts in the canines Charred polysty- orneipdve resoonsei onflf pair n* r ^
lion extract. This confirms ihe validity of rene, plywood, and upholstery materials canine without supporuni hipc^prv
the test specimen, and guard against loss, produced no responses some types of agflgjs. it also encourages hbs to mainevaporation or mis4abelling. This is im- carpet produced no response while odv- tain records of success and failure of
portant for the scene sample* to confirm crs, particularly rubber-backed carpet canine 'indications" to be supported by
thai proper samples were collected, If s uie, evoked responses In seve ral dogs. As positive lab (GO results as an on-going
canine did not alert to a known scene a general rule, carpets, partKrula/frfcarn validation measure.
Ample, at the conclusion of the search ot-rubber-tacked tvoea. pJovSeTSBSTthat maieruJ is collected and analyzed to est nsK of tabe oey tf vea. Identifies*ion of
Detection limits are not the be-allverify chat Is was* valid sample. To date, the spedes generated by such carpets b and-crrf-afl of any forensic technique
the only samples not always recovered a subject of a current research project by and dieforensiccommunity must work
from the test scenes were acetone which Q*vid Trantrum-Fryer of Western Austra- closely with d\e fire invesdgaton to rehad been spike onto water-soaked car- lia.
mind them that specificity Is even more
pet targets.
Important than sensmvity for detection of
Detection of SOH evaporated gasp- any flammable liquid residues. Unlike
i Because of the canine's extraordi- line occurs as frequently as detection of bomb or drug dogs, accelerant canines
nary sensitivity, the test areas must be fresh gasoline butdetecrJonofSSH evapo- are detecting substances which are norexamined by the teamtobe testedfachat rated kerosene was less frequent that of mal to our everyday environment. The
area prior to the placement ofany samples. fresh kexoseoe, Beverage vodka was used techniques exist today for forensic laboThere is no other way to establish the as a source of ethanol rather than dena- ratories to detect nanogram quantities of
absence of interfering residues.
rured alcohol since that avoided compli* flammable liquids, but because these
cations from whatever denaairant is used. substances are intrinsic to our mechat.Once samples are placed, some Most dogs are a votdancc trained so they nized world, merery detecting such quantime (20 minutes here) must be allowed do not respond to ethanol, however, tities is of minimal evidential value. Colfor the air airrtm 10 stabilize. Since a occasional responses were observed.
lection, preservation, and titnery and acwelUnined dog will cast about above
curate analysis are still the critical needs.
any signal to see if the source is above the
When one looks at overall accuracy
floor or on it, the vapors from flammable of 75H, k appears impressive. When one
The first certification diplomas will
liquids will serde or flow downward and examines die success rate in terms of be presented to die four successful caoutward from their source. Tune must be which "indicated" samples would be mne teams on May 19, 1994 The State
allotted for that to take pbce.
confirmed by laboratory analysis, the Fire Marshal has promised on-going supfigure is even higher, approaching 90%. port for future certification tests as well as
6 By die very nature of the test, This means that the false positive rate is renewal of existing certificates.
placement of a single drop of a flam- about 10%.
mable liquid onto post-fire debris is not
AOCNOWUDGEM EMS
a true simulation of fire debris which 4$
This reveals what a useful tool the
saturated over a large area or mass widi canine can be for pointing out potential
The author would liketoexpress his
a liquid accelerant. When test-Are debris locations for lab analysis. The investiga- appreciation tojim All, Marge Yarbrough.
is recovered for tab verification, care tor must also remember that anon fires Scotty Baker, Tony Guevara, and Gre^,
must be taken dux tbc spot ^ f c * r i i can be set without flammable liquids Smkkof the California State Fire Marshal's
r where the accelerant was pbct&b re* u*ifff ordinary combustible* a* Arson and Bomb Unit; to Dean Gtalanns
covered When an active/aggre*tfve alert accelerants. A scene which provides no of Ca3 lab and David Tranrhim-fryer of
clog is involved, that particular spot may camne indicators may well be arson. It Chemistry Centre-Perth, for their enthuweU be bitten, chewed, or torn kxm appears that both aggressive- and pa*- siasm and encnave support of this project.
from the debris.
sive-alert canines can be of considerable Thanks to CCI student aides Jennifer
value in helping investigators and more Allen, Catherine wassmaru and Peg,gy
7 The test protocol was modified for and more wilt be used. Our laboratories Herbert for their extensive work on preaggressive-alert dogs by concealing each must work in conceit with the handlers paring and analyzing the samples, to
target in a clean, new cttdboard box involved. It is clear that those canines Fresno Tire Depa rtmenc for preparingthe
weighted by two bricks. This allowed the % hose handlers have involved local labo- structures used, and to CG staff Jim
canine to dig and paw at the sample ratories in die testing, training, and vali- Jeffery for technical GC support. Annetie
location without moving it ait of the area dation process have the highest success Ayah for typing the manuscript, and
(as was observed in the first tests). This rates. G g i n g ^ Q f ^
Manager Vktor Reeve for his patience in
modification was employed in retesting
seeing this project through, A special
two candidates and their accuracy Imacfcnowlcdgenveni Is offered to Pat Miller
proved from 50H to62H and from 61%io
of Master Cincne and her partner. Sparky,
77%
for prompting this study and d* time and
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Comment Key
A-A$gre*sn/« ai*t p-Pw»ivf alert; ALL-Trained oa aM
fammabie Liquids: PP~f alst Positives; S—Scev!

"Not*: No bum scenes were used in these tests.
forensic labs in both the public and
private sectorsSEVENTH, the results of the testing
will be made known only to the canine
handler. Those achieving a passing score
(75% or higher) will receive a certification certificate vaJid for cwo years (at
which time re-testing wdl be offertd at
cost). Those who do not achieve a passing score can apply for retesting ac some
future date.

cans with a dean pair ©f document
forceps, pLwe them in the test room/
area, and the secure the cans and hds »n
another area so diey do not serve as a
distraction. Immediately upon completion of the examination by the canine, the
test administrator recover* all samples
FIRST, all of the testing conducted In
and
replaces them in the correct cans and
rk'u protocol is MWtesdng, which means
tlut the person conducting the test doe? repeals diem, ensuring that the matching
PHASE 1:
not know die desired response. This Ikls art used.
Specificity ( O n Test)
testing wiD be conducted in two foimi —
FDFTn, the listed accelerant content
one being faboraiory-prepared simples will be used as a preliminary scoring
A proper testing procedure tests not
In cans, the second being simulated scene measure, but the flnaj scoring of accuonly their accuracy but the specificity of
sampling.
racy will defend on the agreement bethe canine indication in the presence of
SECOND, all of the "can" samples tween the canine's indkazion and the
typical substrate materials. This test prowill be preparedly the € Q Laboratory i««ilttofpo«<anbeteAbboa£Qiyam}ytocol wil] include several different
and sealed in new metal pair* cans (1 sii. This confirmatory l e s t i n ^ f t e only
acceJmnis on various burned substnres,
quan. lined or unlined batch<hccked * * « * « * * * * * * * tfai t h e s e s have ^ ^ y ^
in a manner such as dutt
by the h b prior to use); The bottoms and not evaporated degraded, or been conshow* below Gable 2.)
lids will be marked with a scribe or taminated Any samples whose postHcsi
This protocol lequires the examinapunch (no marking pen* wfH be used) GC resulcs do not match die accelerant
tion of 20 samples by each canine. The
with coded sample numbersfA-3^ C-22, content expected (i.e., the accelerant
cms will be coded so that neither the
D-'ft, etc. Burned substrates mill be pre- known to have been added), wdl be
candidate nor the test administrator fcrww
pared by the laboratory from new mate- considered Invalid and will NOT be which cans are positive and which air
rials (carpet, foam, plastics, etc.)
counted in evaluating the canine's per- blanks.
THUUD, each canine will have hia/ formance.
The psoiine used will be 50fc evapoSOOTH, laboratory analysis of all
her own room or test area and own set of
rated (by volume), All other liquids will
samples. All sample sets will be as iden- samples will be carried out by charcoalbe neat funevaporated). The amount of
tical to one another as is poetical. Each strip adsorption eludon and capillary
liquid used In each 'positive- sample will
room or area will be checked by the column gas chromatography with FID
prottoce a coiKencntion of approximately
canine team prior to samples being detection. Samples which appear to be
ten
pans per million (lDppm) of fuel/air
Introduced
negative or questionable will be further
mixture In the a n . This Involves the use
1FOURTH, the test administrator (or tested by solvent extraction of the debris
of Iu-30ul (10-30 microliters) of liquid,
designee) shall remove samples from uSe and GC/mass spectrometry where indipbceddrfcdy ontotf>epreviously burned
cated This is the approach used by most

APPENDIX 1
Canine Testing Protocol
(DRAFT)
General Comments;

Tabic 2A
Carpet/Foam Pad
LGatoint
2 Kerosene
3.0wMlFt*<

X
X
X

4.Cig lighter Fuel
S.licquer Thinner
eAcetont
7.BUnfc
8 6Unfc

X
X
X
X
X

8
&ulfi

C

0

yphoJ Panne/Foam

Pf/wood

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

tup to four) *ill be allowed at d*e discretion or die handler, who will be responsible for indicating any alert. The canine
will b e expected to indicate the specific
area intended for sampling. Sampling
will be carried out by the test administraror under die direction of die Iiandler,
with ail samples sealed in clean metai
paint cans far laboratory testing. Two
comparison samples will be taken by the
handler.

X

APPENDIX 2
Score Sheet
CANINE

debris by means of a mkro-syringe.
AJJ substrates will be ignited in a
natural gas flame to open-flame (freeburning) jute and then put into a can
extinguished with the can lid.
The plastic used will be a mixture of
polyethylene, polystyrene and polypropylene, the types of plastics found \t\
many environments today.
Canines are to be kept separated
during aJI phases of the test procedure.
Handler will advise the evaluatore whether
che canine is "active* of "passive* alert.
Each team is to have their o w n set of
ca ns and their c v n room or area to work,
as contna by other canines during the
test may invalidate samples. The room or
area to work wiil be checked by the
accelerant detection canine pnor to the
beginning of die test. After the room is
checked by the canine, cans containing
the samples will be emptied at various
locations throughout the room. Samples
shall noc be placed higher than the canine can reach on hind legs.
Once the accelerants arc placed, the
room will be aJlowed co sic for a period
of ten minutes K> allow air currents
surrounding the accelerants to settle. The
room will then be examined by the
canine handler
Samples wiE be retnov ed by the test
administrator using dean document forceps from the cans for all te-;j& to minimize distractions, and repbeed into die
cans immediately after testing. It is recommended that no more than ten samples
be ooi at any one time to minimize
evaporation losses During hot weather,
or in heated indoor test sites, n o n>ore
titan flvf samples should be out at any
time. Due to the proMems of residual
carryover and the number of samples
involved, il»e use o/a daisy-wheel testing
apparams stvo^ild be considered only as
a IjJt-resort form of test presentation.
Samples will be distributed around the
periphery of a room or across a clean

concTtite slab (indoor or outdoor) with at
least five feet between adjacent umples.
In either case, the area fcill lie prt»
checked by the team being tested in that
area.
Once the samples are out, muluple
passes (up to four) are permitted at the
discretion of the handier, who is responsible for declaring positive or negative
alerts at ihe time of (he test. A continuous
videotape record will be nude of all tests
to help ir>revolvingdisputes over scoring
later and to aid in training future reams.

PHASE 2:
Accuracy (Scene) Testing
Canines are to be kept separate
during all phases of this test phase. The
handler will advise lest administrators
whether ihe c m n e is active ur passive
aJcrt Each team will have their own room
toexamine, to minimize distractions form
other canines. All roonu wdlbeassinular
in size and furnishings as practical The
room wul ' * checked prior to burning by
the team to be tested in that room. The
room wUl then be ignited using nonnal
combustibles only and allowed to bum
near f&hover conditions to simujjie J
realistic scene, and then extinguished
with normal wster only (Ho foam or
I ight-water addiuves) After the room has
c o d e d , the test adr.sntstiator will place
20 - 30 microliter quantities of each of six
target liquids (same as in Phase 1) directly onto burned debris at various locations. Targets will not be placed in locations higher than :l* dog can rwch on
hind legs. Once the target liquids are
placed, the a rea will be allowed io sit for
a period of ten minutes to allow air
currents to stabilize and vapors to settle.
A continuous videotape record will be
nude of all searches to aid in resolving
disputes and as an aid in future training
The room will then be examined in any
orderly the canine team Multiple pusses
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PROCEEDINGS

Enhancement of fire scene investigations using
Accelerant Detection Canines
DM GIALAMAS
California Laboratory of Forensic Science, 3890 Prospect Avenue, Suite A, Yorba Linda, California 92686, USA
Based on the presentation made to the Summer Meeting of
the Forensic Science Society, 10 July 1995, College of
Ripon and York St John, York, United Kingdom.
In the United States, the use of Accelerant Detection
Canines (ADCs) to enhance the investigation of fire scenes
is becoming increasingly popular. The usefulness of the
ADCs is directly related to their ability lo detect minute
amounts of an ignitable fluid in complex sample matrices.
Although unconfirmed indications may occur, a properly
trained ADC can help pinpoint the location of residual
ignitable fluids at the fire scene. ADCs help reduce the
number of samples collected at the scene thereby reducing
the amount for analysis in the laboratory and increasing the
quality of the samples and the scene investigation. The collaborative efforts of the laboratory, the fire scene investigator, and the well trained ADC provide substantial benefits to
fire and police agencies in the investigation of fire scenes.
Introduction of Accelerant Detection Canines
For centuries dogs have been used in hunting situations for
their strong desire to search and their keen olfactory ability.
These abilities have also been exploited in police and military situations. Their work began in the early 1900s as
"police dogs" or "Canine (K-9) Units", assisting their trainer/handler in police situations [I], During World War II,
t4
VT clogs were utilized by the United States military for
mine detection in Europe; explosives buried four feet
underground could be detected even up to one year after
burial [2j and explosives detecting dogs are today used
worldwide. Other detector uses include searching for
humans in disaster situations and criminal investigations, as
well as searching for drugs.
In 1983, at the United States Department of Treasury
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF), forensic
chemist Richard A Strobel and explosives investigator/dog
trainer Robert Noll extended the concept of using dogs to
detect ignitable fluid accelerants 13]. This posed a new challenge to chemists and trainers because petroleum products,
unlike explosives or drugs, are common and normal to
everyday use (e.g. gasoline/petrol). In 1984 initial tests
were performed very successfully with a yellow Labrador
Retriever named "Nellie." These tests established the feasih i l i f v r\f frninincr n Hncr f-/"\ A(*tt*nt lrmifnhlA flni/Hc

the Connecticut State Police (USA) to train a black
Labrador Retriever named "Mattie" [4]. By September
1986, Mattie was the first field operational dog having been
trained on a variety of accelerants, and by May 1987, she
had responded to and searched 41 fire scenes. With Mattie's
assistance some of these cases resulted in arrests and convictions of suspects.
The increasing popularity and versatility of dog-handler
teams means ihey are being used to complement and
enhance fire scene investigations across the United States.
In fact, US insurance companies are providing thousands of
dollars to tram law enforcement dogs in accelerant detection [51. It has been estimated that there are over 200
dog-handler teams in use throughout the United States
today [6].
Training
The dog of choice commonly (but not necessarily)
employed is the Labrador Retriever. The breed's strong
drive for searching, powerful endurance, and keen olfaction
coupled with its gentleness with humans make the Labrador
a good choice.
There are four "types" of trained dogs commonly
employed. They differ with their alert mannerisms and thenreward type. The alert can be defined as the physical movements or actions taken by the dog to notify the handler/partner that an item being sought has been found. Alerts may be
passive, simply a point-and-sit motion towards the location
of the target item; or the alert may be active, which consists
of aggressive motions of dig-and-paw or dig-and-bite at the
target location. The reward for responding and finding the
item may be food, such as dry kibble, or play, such as a tug
or chew toy.
Dog training requires imprinting and maintenance [4].
Imprinting involves four steps. First the dog is initialized
with an accelerant odour. It is exposed to a known ignitable
fluid odour, taught the mechanics of an alert and receives
the reward. During this step the dog is learning operant conditioning: it learns that a certain behaviour (odoui recognition) brings a desired effect (reward). Next, during nullification the dog is exposed to pyrolysis products; at this stage
the dog learns to avoid alerting when no accelerant is pre-
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to appropriate samples. It is important to note that only positive reinforcement (reward) is used in each step. Lastly,
verification of the dog-handier team is required througn the
use of blind studies, preferably with laooratory confirmation. This process is to insure that (i) the dog and handler
are working well with one another, (ii) the handler is not
influencing the dog to an alert and/or (iii) the dog is not
merely alerting to receive the reward.
Once imprinting is complete, the dog is ready for field operation. Training, though, must never cease; maintenance
must continue on a daily basis to keep the proficiency of the
dog and the handler sharp. This requires daily and continual discrimination testing and periodic verification testing,
working closely with the laboratory. Dogs, like humans, can
get lackadaisical if they are not tested regularly. The reward
systems of food and play actually help the handler accomJltsh testing. Rewards are only given when the dog alerts to
an appropriate sample; therefore, the dog cannot eat or play
on a daily basis unless it properly responds to its proficiency samples. Both training and maintenance records must be
kept thoroughly to document the dog's (as well as the trainer's) progress and proficiency. This, obviously, is critical in
the courtroom. Some state and federal agencies and national associations in the US have certification programmes for
ADCs which regularly test the proficiency of the dog teams
[7-11]. A passing score must be obtained for certification;
failing scores may result in de-certification.
Research and Testing
Issues of sensitivity, selectivity and canine olfactory
processes, and how the latter affects the former two, are
being widely investigated and none of the issues have been
fully investigated at this time. Kurz et al examined issues of
sensitivity and selectivity in a recent article [12). Using
simple substrate matrices, such as unburned carpet squares,
the dogs could detect as little as 0.01 jil of accelerants. On
more complex matrices, such as partially burned carpet
material, the dogs could detect as little as 0.1 |ji of accelerants. Tindall and Lothridge, also examining sensitivity and
selectivity, reported dog teams detecting 0.005 |il of gasoline on unburned cotton substrate [6], These values are near
the detection limits of typical methods used today for fire
debris analysis. For example, passive charcoal strip adsorption followed by gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) can reasonably detect 0.1-0 5 JJLI of
accelerant in complex matrices. Some handlers have reported that dogs have superior sensitivity to laboratory instrumentation [13,14], This may remain in debate, until the limitattefiof measuring devices are overcome and liquid dispensmgJabilities become smaller.
Although dogs have a powerful ability to discriminate
between accelerants and pyrolysis products, this is not
100% accurate. With dogs, false positives (incorrect alerts
on known samples) and unconfirmed indications (alerts on

unknown samples which are not laboratory confirmed) are
possible. One cannot have both superior sensitivity and
superior selectivity, as one precludes the other in nature. It
follows that if dogs are more sensitive than instrumentation,
then it is unlikely that they are more selective than instrumentation as well.
Selectivity issues may be resolved if the dog olfactory
processes were understood. Research is currently being
conducted in this area. Results will be welcomed benefiting
chemists, dog irainers and handlers and, most importantly,
the triers of fact. Parallel inferences can be drawn between
human and dog olfaction [15]. Human olfaction relies on
neurochemical transmissions between the olfactoiy receptors in the nose and the cortex (brain). These neurochemical
connections are random, but random in consistent and specific manners for specific odours. These specific yet random projections are recalled by memory. One can think of
the cortex as a ball game scoreboard with lights and the
neurotransmitters as the wiring. Each time an odour is
detected by the nose, one or more tights are illuminated for
each component of the odour in a random fashion. /Odours
usually have a collection of components.) Because the Drain
is programmed for categorizing memory, il "remembers"
the specific set of randomly illuminated lights as a particular odour. If by happenstance a complex mixture of odours
is detected and the lights illuminated are the same lights as
a previously learned odour, then a mistaken association
could be made. This, in fact, is the case in humans; for
example, many humans detect maple syrup odour i hen
vanilla and coconut extracts are mixed together. A though
maple syrup is not present, the olfaction ana recognition
process claims that it is.
In the complex environment of the fire scene, it is not
unlikely that the complex mixtures of pyrolysis products
present could confuse the dog's olfactory recognition. For
example, the author has previously encountered a product
which mimics the aromatic compounds in gasoline [161.
The pattern obtained, which is from a consumer ^:IU-JSC
product, is almost indistinguishable from "wirterized"
evaporated gasoline based on gas chromatography with
flame ionization detector (GC-FID); mass spectroscopy
must be used to identify the residue. In the presence of complex pyrolysis products, it is unreasonable to expect the dog
to discern such mimicry when GC-FID analytical techniques have difficulty. The dog's olfaction process is not at
fault; one must recognize that this is a phenomenon of the
biological detection and recognition capability of the dog.
Once understood thoroughly, it can be adapted into octter
comprehension and higher quality training of ADCs.
Dogs at the Scene
The versatility and usefulness of dogs is in their aoi.ity to
search a scene tn ways previously unavailable With their
seek/hunt drive, thev are lKpfnl fnr mii^K- « ^ ^ < ^ u^rii

the interiors and exteriors of structures. Their size, agility
and endurance make them exceptionally advantageous in
collapsed structure fires, where the liquid accelerant residue
could be buried, by providing access to areas not available
to human searchers.
Electronic hydrocarbon detectors ("sniffers") have been
available for some time, but they do not have the ability to
discriminate between pyrolysis products and accelerants,
both of which are largely hydrocarbon in composition.
Compared to "sniffers'1 and humans, dogs assist by more
accurate sample collection and better use of laboratory
time. With properly trained and properly maintained dogs
an alerted sample has a higher probability of containing an
ignitable fluid accelerant than samples collected by human
efforts alone. Dogs have the ability to pinpoint single or
multiple areas of potential liquid accelerants to subrnicrolitre amounts in complex matrices 16,12]. Tindall and
Lothridge have shown that the accuracy of the dog's pinpointing capabilities are as small as a few square inches [6].
Pinpointing single suspect areas allows for more precise
evidence collection and multiple areas of interest may help
establish multiple points of origin upon laboratory confirmation. Dogs also help in vehicle searches and container
searches in fields and large areas. Passive alert dogs may be
used for crowd or suspect searches, potentially locating
individuals with ignitable fluid residues on clothing.
Additionally, if multiple samples are collected from the
scene, the containers can be "screened" by the dog prior to
sealing; those giving strong positive alerts can be preferentially forwarded to the laboratory for further confirmation^
analysis. If a human investigator suspects a chemical incendiary or accelerant to which the dog is not formally trained,
samples should still be submitted to the laboratory regardless of the dog's actions.
OncQ a suspect area or sample is located by a dog alert, it
must be laboratory confirmed. The reasons for this have
been outlined here and in other work [4,6,12,15-17].
Although false positives and unconfirmed indications do
occur, some claim the dogs find accelerants in a range up to
90-95% of the samples submitted for analysis, called the
"Rate of Confirmation" [18]. The rates vary depending on,
but not limited to, the samples included in the calculation
(i.e. casework samples vs. training samples); the training,
maintenance, sensitivity and selectivity of the dog; and the
laboratory's ability to identify accelerants. Over the last
three years with three dogs having submitted samples, the
author has corroborated dog alerts in 40-50% of the submitted cases (n=20) and in 15-20% of the submitted case
samples (n=70). It should be noted that one of the dogs submitting case samples was trained on toluene, a compound
found in a large percentage of fire debris samples. The dog
may have "correctly" alerted to a product containing
toluene, but the laboratory did not find an ignitable fluid

residue pattern present. Therefore, the dog alert was documented as unconfirmed by the laboratory findings.
Concluding Remarks
It has been said that "Man's Best Friend May be the
Arsonist's Worst Nightmare." To date, dogs certainly pose a
serious threat to the potential for arsonists to succeed in
their heinous actions. Accelerant Detection Canines cannot
and should not be expected to prove arson; this task must
remain in the hands of trained human investigators who
examine multiple facets of a scene. Nor can dogs actually
identify an ignitable liquid accelerant as present; dog olfaction and commercial product mimicry clearly prevent any
statement of identification being made by a dog alert alone.
But the properly trained and well maintained dog can pinpoint suspect locations, items and/or persons where an
ignitable fluid accelerant may be present. Their selectivity
is toward accelerants (and not pyrolysis products) and their
sensitivity, so far, may exceed that of instrumentation. In
the field they have proved to be one of the best investigative tools available to the fire scene investigator. From the
laboratory perspective, they can save time and money in
sample analysis by supplying fewer but higher quality evidence samples for processing. From the investigative perspective, they can save a great deal of time searching a
scene and increase the quality of the sample collection and
subsequent laboratory submission. Thus, the collaborative
efforts of the dog, the fire scene investigator and the laboratory can provide substantial benefits to fire and police
agencies in the investigation of fire scenes.
Future Considerations
Work is ongoing in the areas of sensitivity and selectivity of
dog olfaction. As understanding of the olfactory processes
increases, more will be learned about the true abilities of the
Accelerant Detection Canine. In the US, there is a strong
move toward validation and certification of dog-handler
teams by external agencies, much like the forensic science
community is doing with scientists in the US and the UK.
As with any potentially hazardous occupation, long term
occupational hazards of the dogs are also being evaluated.
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TRACT In recent years canines have been successfully used in fire investigations to
t accelerant residues *fr set out to determine tbt lower limits at which canines could
rty detect potential accelerant*. Measured amounts ranging from 10 to as little as 0 01 MX.
isohne kerosene, and isopars were applied to preselected spots along a continuous sample
(25 to 40 feet long) made out of burned and unburned wood or nylon carpeting strips at
Kting sue Two canines were led past this sample path at least three times and positive
> and negative responses were recorded Both dogs were generally able to alert on spots
uning 0 01 uJ. or more of all dvee accelerant*, at or beyond the purge and trap recovery
{as chromatographic detection method employed. The canines did alert occasionally on
ground, especially that containing traces of stvrene residues either purposely added in
fie amounts or ormed upon partial pyroivsis of carpeting material "'"he dogs alerted o*
containing 0 I to I 0 uX of freshly applied gasoline or kerosene placed ac actual betvuv
iged fire scenes, but were less successful on samples conaumng smaller amounts
WORDS, criminalistic* canines tire scenes accelerants

ound
have been used for some time bv law enforcement agencies for detecting drugs
>losives [/ 2] Their keen sense of smeil is legend, leading to their use tor many
/ed for publication 25 June 1993 revised manuscript received 16 Dec 1993 14 March 1994
1994 accepted tor publication 18 May 1994
ssor and undergraduate students respectively Department of Chemistry Illinois State timer
mal 1L
a! Agent Division ot Arson Investigation Illinois State Fire Marshall $ Office Spnngtield IL
ISIC Scientist III Trace Chemistry Section Illinois State Cnme Laboratory Morton. IL
1S2S

Intensive training of canines (mostly with Labradors) for this purpose was undertaken
bv the Connecticut State Police Canine unit [3 4] the Marvland State Fire Marshall s Off ce
[5] the New York State s Office of Fire Prevention and Control [6] the Atlantic Cuv Police
DepartTent s \rson Detection K 9 Program [7] and others The training programs generauv
involved teaching the dogs, each of which was paired with an investigator to recognize
Jie odors of potential accelerants using either play praise tood, or combinations tor reward
The dogs were subjected to determining these odors in the presence of distractions such
as burned foam backing, burned Styrofoam cups, bumed asphalt siding and other potent ai
fire scene background under a variety ot weather conditions
Canines have now been successfully used in actual fire investigations n manv pars of
the country Trainers have estimated that the dogs have saved many staff hours tn fire
bcene investigation by accurately pinpointing accelerant residues which in some cases
would not have readily been found A number of reports have suggested that the dogs
noses are anywhere from 200 to t billion times more sensitive than the human nose [2]
and equal or superior to electronic sniffers [3,6,7] and even laboratory gas chromatographs
[4 8] This latter claim seems to be a point of contention among investigators and forensic
scientists Furthermore, even though canines supposedly are trained to discriminate between
background substances and petroleum products, some dogs in this area have been indicating
on some samples in which the cnme labs have only been able to detect background
substances In light of this, we set out to determine the sensmvity of two canines to
petroleum residues (detection limits), and to compare thjs with the ability ot the laboratory
to recover and detect petroleum residues by purge and trap and passive diffusion recovery
techniques coupled with gas chromatography using a flame ionization detector (GC FID)
In addition we wanted to determine how well canines can distinguish between common
petroleum product accelerants and background interference from typically formed pyrolysis
products (for example, styrene)
Experimental Procedure
Canint Training
The two dogs used m this study were Watson, a male black Labrador belonging o BG
and Tracer a female veilow Labrador belonging to DT both of the Illinois State Fire
Marshall s Office They were trained by the Maine State Police using a combination ot
food and praise reward for each positive response Verbal correction was given in lieu or
food and praise for incorrect responses On a day to day basis each positive alert on a
petroleum product is rewarded by two to diree kiblets of food una] the dog s full food
supplv for the day is accomplished Scent discrimination training is also pan or Jus program
as the dogs were trained to ignore odors from polystyrenes, nylon, food, foam backed
carpeting (burnt and unburned), pine, spruce, and hemlock wood (burnt and unburned)
Once a year, the dogs and their trainers returned to Maine for testing and recerufication
In addition some scent discnminaoon testing was earned out by the j-ainers with he r
dogs at least once a month
Field Testing
Two types of field tesung procedures are desenbed. The first consisted of using carpet
squares (burnt and unburned) doped with vanous amounts (.from 0 25 to 15 00 u,L» or

w »_
rt In one >et or ,escS acce'erants n .arson duaifide icluuons were used to dope
bj' his metrcd *as e1 ^ **3ted when t was found that the solvent alone could
•osmve response trom the dogs In sorre cases carpeung created *ith larger amounts
erant * as par ally burned and then allowed to *it open m the laboratory until just
/els or hydrocarbons remained ras determined bv processing and GC analysis of a
ot the carpeung) Both types of samples, along with unbumed and burnt carpet
ontrols containing no accelerant but some detectable background, were then sealed
I cans and transported to the field testing site At the testing site, the samples
ig some blanks) were removed from the cans and placed in front of them The
were led near the samples and commanded to ' ^ e k ' by their trainers who were
re of which samples contained petroleum products If the dogs alerted by sitting
itmg to the sample they were rewarded with food, and a positive response was
i If they ignored the sample, a negative response was recorded. The dogs were
each carpet square at least three umes. The samples were then sealed in cans and
to the lab for GC analvsis
it appeared that the canines were becoming conditioned to alert on die carpet
diemseives including a rew blanks and those containing styrene onlv a different
re was developed This alternate method was employed for die majority of die field
primarily that widi the lesser amounts of petroleum products The revised protocol
1 of first assembling a continuous sample path (25 to 40 feet long) of burned and
d wood and carpeting strips at die testing site Varying amounts of accelerant were
ilied to preselected spots out of sight of die canine and trainer, and die dogs were
g die strip at least diree times, with all positive and negative responses recorded
e At four actual fire scenes, visited five hours to two weeks after fire suppression,
d amounts ot 50% evaporated gasoline and kerosene were applied at selected sites.
0 be free of accelerants, and die canines were worked over the scene Samples
out from all sites at which die dogs alerted, as well as any odier spots at which
nt was applied They were sealed in mason jars, and analyzed by GC in die laboratory
iry

Analysis

laboratory me carpet or wood samples were first subjected to a purge-trap sampling
e using a heated nitrogen sweep [9] to remove any hydrocarbons from die sample
nd concentrate them onto a small column containing activated charcoal Earlier
1 our laboratory had shown die recovery bv this method on measured small amounts
cum products to be virtually the same as die active vacuum purge and trap mediod
d by die Illinois State Crime Lab for actual case analyses (Table 6) Alternatively,
bag containing charcoal .vas suspended in die sealed sample can for 24 hr then
:oai transferred to a small column (tube) [II] (After comparing recovery mediods
1 ail later testing was done with this passive diffusion headspace technique ) In
ise die charcoal-containing rube was dien flushed with carbon disulfide and die
of carbon disulfide eiuaie adjusted to 0 I mL. A sample ( 0 2 - 1 0 uX) was injected
lewlett-Packard 5840 or 5830 gas chromatograpfc equipped with flame ionization
i and Supelco SPB-1 30 m x 0~53 mm fused silica columns, I 5 ujn film thickness,
urn earner gas flow was set at 20 cc/min and die column oven was programmed
50 to 200°C at a rate of 10*/min after an tniuai ame ot 3 min The chromatograms
ed according to die follow.ng "semiquantitative mediod devised by our group:
ivsis of Test Samples—Rating
-t-

Scale

readilv detectable off scale even at attenuation of 2* [corresponds to > 800
ng of petroleum product, actually injected]

- *•

1

v.

wtiiir«ca «p<u r r e J V / C I C " u ^ c z - v r o

. t c-

CN

CJ

detectable main peaks on scale at atteruaaon ot 2' or 24 ^ r ^ p o r d s o^z ut
200 to 8W "g of petroleum prod-c: acr-a.iv - e v ed
barelv de'ectable need attenuation ot 2' *o >ee a minimum or rive Deu*>
r
only detectable alter concentration or eluate to ess than 0 J2 mX) ^ r e s p o n d s
f
to about 40 to 200 ng or petroleum product acmailv n,ec ed]
inconclusive etdier trace levels (less dian 40 ng) or petroleum p'cdu^ JS^L
or significant background interference
No evidence of accelerant pattern

For example the five peak grouping of Q alkvlbenzenes and a 'ew C , aikvlbenzeies ^ad c -e
J *.emiDie for gasoime ana n east five consecutive n-aikane peans between C 0 ana L "tad o -e
seen tor kerosene [12]
Results
Gasoline 50% evaporated) was applied in amounts ranging from 0 uX down co 0 ")I
M.L to a wide vanetv of matrices Generallv unburned nvlon carpenng was used s ut orre
was applied to fresh wood and some to heavilv scorched carpeung or wood The testing
was done in multiple sessions over a 16 mondi period widi a limit of ten samples per
session The dogs were readily able to detect gasoline at levels down to and including 0 01
u X aldiough in nearly all cases involving samples of less dian I 0 uX gasoline dieir
responses were not unanimously positive (Table 1) In general positive GC idenufication
of the petroleum product used in die field exercise samples was successful at .eveis down
to 0 25 uX. At lower levels many of die samples were eidier questionable or negative upon
GC analysis
F eld tests were performed at heavily damaged fire scenes at which petroleum product
accelerants had not been used. Partially evaporated gasoline was applied at levels -anging
from 0 02 to 1 uX at selected spots at the scene and die dogs were worked over die general
area. The canines had an excellent positive alert record with samples containing as little
as 0 1 uX but were not as successful at lower levels (Table 1)
A series of experiments were performed to determine die charcoal adsorption ret.overv
and GC detection limits for this type of sample Quanuues of 50% evaporated gasoline
kerosene or isopars (eidier neat or as 5% solutions in carbon disulfide) were placed on
four small carpet squares Two were immediately sealed in jars, and processed bv j-e purge
and trap and die >tauc headspace diffusion mediods respectively, prior to analvsis bv GC
The other two were allowed to stand in die open for an hour (to simulate die approximate
time of exposure dunng routine field tests) and dien processed in die same ^{\on as
above The results, shown for gasoline (Table 2) indicate dial die limits ot dcec'ion tor
samples processed immediately seem to be approximately 0 01 uX using he pas<> ve
diffusion method widi an eluuon volume of 100 oL and sample injection size of 0 3 uX
(This would correspond to about 50 ng of product injected assuming complete -ecoverv n
die sample collection process) A slightly higher amount t0 025 uX) was needed Lr detev.ion
using the purge and dap technique For samples exposed to die atmosphere for an lour
the minimum detectable levels of gasoline rose to about 0 025 uX in bodi cases Similar
results were observed widi kerosene and isopars
Kerosene was applied in amounts ranging from 25 0 uX to 0 01 ^L in die sa ne marner
as gasoline for field testing widi die canines (Table 3) Both dogs performed *eli on all
levels tested, maintaining a very high positive alert performance ill die way down co 0 01
uX GC analysis was only consistendy successful oa samples containing a minimum or
05 uX
A product consisting of isopars was applied in amounts ranging from 5 0 uX to 0 01
uX in a manner similar to the revised protocol The dogs were able to detect this mixture
at levels down to 0 025 uX, bat dieir performance was not as consistent at le els below
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TABLE 2—Recover* and GC detec on imus or gasoline '
Passive Diffusion Rcco^'v*

^

GC Analysis*
Applied

Immediate

e Pu ge x "" a^
GC Aiaivsis

I H Exposure

Immediate

H Exposure

neat
CS,
neat

0 100 M-L
OlOOuiQ 050 u-L
0 050 Mi0 025 ML
0 025 pi.
0 010 ML
0 010 u-L
0 0075 M-L
0 005nL
0001 ijd-

cs,
cs.
neat
cs,
cs,
cs,
cs

neat

"Gasoline (50% evaporated) added to pieces or nylon carpeting
•See experimental for details
See GC Ranng Scale m text.

TABLE 3—Kerosene field test results
Stenie Environments
Quantity
fui.)

Tnal 2

Trial f
W

T

GC

W

T

GC

Overall
alerts
10 of
10 of
10 of
6 or
10 of
9 of
9 of
9 of
* of

001
0 025
0 10
025
0 50
100
200
500
25 00

Tvpn.al
GC

12
12
12
6
12
12
12
12
3

Fire Scenes
Tnal 1

Quannty
(RX)

01
025
03

""-al 2

W

T

GC

N
Y

Y
Y

+•

•¥

4-

w

T
Y

Y
Y

GC

Overall
alerts
3 Of 8
10 of 11
6 of 9

"" o«-al
GC

^

'Y means unanimous positive responses (for example three positive alerts on three passes) means preponderance of positive responses (for example two positive alerts r Jiree masses means prepondrrance of negative responses (nonaiens) N means unanimous negative -esponses
(nonalerts) W » Watson T » Tracer
*Lsed purge and trap recovery (see GC rating scale and Table 2)
Used passive diffusion recovery (see GC rating scale and Table 2)

0 01 yd- as it was with kerosene (Tabic 4) Only samples containing t least 0 1 M.L or the
isopars were consistently detectable during the GC analysis
A mixture of sryrene and methylsryrene major components typically formed upon pvroiv
sis of carpeting matenais, were aiso spotted on carpeting materials as bcrore at levels
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. seem to be able to detect gasoline in a majority of the tests performed at levels
below the limits of recovery and GC FID detection for gasoline by our system
TABLE 5—Sr\rene field test results

^
-±
+•
-

T

Tnai 2
GC

w

T

GC

-r
4>
-t-4-4.
4. + 4 .

Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
N

+•

+• +

-Y

•>

Y
Y
Y
4-

Y

-

4-4- +

+>
4- -f
4-4.

4--H-

Overall
Alerts
4
8
8
11
9
5
2

of 6
of 12
of 12
of 12
of 12
of 12
of 6

* or -xhibits

Types of deons

T

1

5

'

3

Bumed *ood k debns
Bumcd wood
L quid
Lnidennfied debns
Bumed foam rubber padding
All bumed carpeting <Sc padding

6

T
W

i

w
1

1
3

_

m 10 to 0 01 uL The canines alerted on these samples in a relatively sporadic
ible 5) This may have been because although both were receiving bimonthly
ignore the styrcne background odor they sull had not perfected this scent
ion Both dogs also alerted on about half of six burnt carpeting sampies not
petroleum products but shown by GC analysts to contain styrene and other
i components
his ume period the fire marshals submitted samples from 10 actual fire scenes
le two canines had been worked and had positively alerted. These were processed
td at the Cnme Lab using a purge and trap method [10} Identifiable petroleum
ere detected in approximately 40% of these samples while another 45% gave only
1 terpenes or substances from partial pyroiysis of polystyrene or polyethylene

Trial I*

Dog

Average
GC

unanimous posiuve responses for example Arte positive hies on three trials) «• means
ce of positive responses for example two positive hits on three trials) - means preponder
anve responses nonalerts) N means ananimous negative responses (nonalerts) W »
s
Tracer
ge and trap Tcovery (see GC racng scale and ''"able 2)
sive diffusion recovery (see GC rating scale and Table 2)
W - T Y G C + Trial 5 W Y T Y G C +

w

^8L£ 6—C"tnt ab results on sampies from ire scenes on wkicn du%s *^e -w

Typical
GC

_
4.
4»

4--T
4-4.

+++
4>4-4»

unanimous positive responses (tor example, three positive alerts on three passes) +•
nderance of positive responses (for exampie two positive alerts on three passes) nderance ot negauve -esponses (nonalerts) N Means unanimous negative responses
•V » Watson T * Tracer
je and trap recovery (see GC rating scale and Table 2)

3

-

3
9

!

Burned canpeung & padding
Bodi bumed wood
Burned, melted piasuc
Unidentified bumed debns
All bumed warpenng

nconc usive
Tcoenes present
HPD* present
HPD* present
Gasoline present
3 stvrene Sc erpenes
present
Gasoline present
Terpenes present
Gasoline present
I toijene
I itvrene
1 polvethvlene
4 HPD* present
nconc usive

These 10 ca^es were processed between 6/92 and 3/93
•HPD * heavy petroleum distillates

This level was as low as 10"2 u,L (about 10 u,g) of gasoline under pnsune conditions but
higher under more realistic fire scene condiuons (0 1 u,L) The dogs were nearlv as >ersiuve
to kerosene and isopar residues (10 l uX with pnsune samples) even though hey have
been pnmanly trained on gasoline
Extension of this study to even lower levels of accelerant is difficult to accomplish
without using soluuons of the accelerant However application of petroleum products
in a solvent would introduce further complicauons (that is the dilemma ot whether
the dogs alerted on the solvent or the petroleum product therein) Furthermore mo^t
of the common solvents can be potenuaily harmful for the canines [13 14\ An earner
study reported that their canine could detect as little as 10 4 u,L (about 1 ng) of
gasoline but these samples were applied as solutions in carbon disulfide 51 While
we cannot rule this out, we feel that a more realistic pracucal ower detect on imit
on which the canines can alert most of the time is on the order of 0 01 to 0 1 u-L ot
accelerant From a pracucal standpoint, this small amount reoresents evels .hat lead
to ncondusive findings by laooratones and questions about *e possibility of -°ss or
other contaminauon being responsible for their presence accelerants found at most
scenes are usually present in significantly greater quantiues
The canines successfully alerted on a aubsuniuii number of samples subsequent y shown
to contain petroleum products by the State Cnme Lab However thev also hit MI a fair
number of samples on which onry background components wen* detected While this could
be because die dog s detection limits may exceed that of the recovery gas chromatographic
analysis method it may also be due to some problems in being able to distinguish ac e enints
from certain types of background During our control studies we found .hat he anines
alerted on a few samples of charred carpeting which contained low levels of pyroivsis
products only They also rut quite frequendy on sampies spiked with styrene one ot Jie
more commonly found major components of partial pyroiysis of many household matenals
While this was particularly true in the earlier stages of the studv it should be noted Jiat
the dofs actually improved with respect to ignoring styrene later on as their handlers
redoubled their efforts to tram them off of that substance
Finally a few cauuons are in order concerning the reliability of the quanutauve aspects
of this study which involved using animal responses

"^is tvpe ot itudv required subjecive udgments as to *hat constituted a positive
Plough most canine alerts on matenais spiked with petroleum products were very
L some were half hearted, as the dogs nad some davs on which their performance was
ip o par On occasion the dogs would seem to alert on samples Jiat were blanks but
d be called off some of them by their trainer On warm days the dogs became less
tive as they started panung
The results of the field tests can be infhisnced by the sampling protocol There w i s
bserved tendency on the pan of the dogs to akrt on nearly ail isolated, widely separated
jles once they became conditioned to this earlier field testing method This problem
largely corrected by making the application sites less obvious
Not all canines are equally adept Certainly there are some canines who exhibit greater
tivirv and/or discriminatory powers Jian the pair involved in this study, just as there
anines with lesser capabilities Though the dogs in this study appeared to be very
ai and representative based on their performances at annual certification exercises
ucted bv their trainer m Maine caution should be exerc sed in extrapolations of these
ts to other canines in the field
en with some tendency hit on background matenais canines are most decidedly a
ome addition to fire investigators for simplifying accelerant detection at fire scenes
e dogs with better discriminatory powers will prove to be even more valuable Nonethegas chromatographic analysis by the laboratory of samples on which canines alert
id still be an important part of the overall investigation, even if the lab tests do not
ys confirm what the canines indicate
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TECHMCAL NOTE
John F Casale,{ BS and James M Moore,1 V/5

Detection and Determination of
Pseudococaine in Coca Leaves and Illicit
Cocaine Samples

REFERENCE Casale J F and Moore J M 'Detection and Determination o( Pseudococaine in Coca Leaves and Illicit Cocaine Samples," Journal of Forensic Sc ences JFSCA
Vol 39 No 6 November 1994 pp 1537-1543
\BSTRACT Methodology is presented for the eolation dentification and determination ot
pseudococaine tn coca leaves and illicit cocaine Coca leaves cude cocaine base coca paste
refined cocaine base and refined cocaine hydrochloride ail derived from the same geographic
location in Bolivia, were examined. Pseudococaine and other coca alkaloids were solated
from leaf samples using toluene extraction followed by acid/Ceiite trap and on pair column
chromatography and from crude and refined cocaine samples by acid/Cel te column on
pairing chromatography Mass spectral analysis of coca leaf isolates confirmed he presence
of pseudococaine Pseudococaine was quantified bv capillary gas chromatography w \h lame
onization detection at levels of 0 0001-0035% (relative to cocaine) in refined llicit v-ocaine
and coca leaves
KEYWORDS criminalistics cocaine pseudococaine ^oca eaves chromatographic analyses
licit drugs

Within trie past several years considerable attention has focused on the identification and
de'emination of impurities in illicit cocaine Manv of these impurities are bv produc s
resulting from the crude manufacturing processes while others are naturally occurring
alkaloids earned through me extraction and crvstallizauon procedures to the refired llicit
produc Forensic laboratories have developed numerous chromatographic methods tor ihe
determination of ihcse impunues for comparauve purposes (/]
Pseudococaine and cocaine as illustrated in Fig 1 are C 2 equatorial and axial eptme^s
respectively Pseudococaine was originally identified in coca leaves over a hundred years
ago [2] but its presence was later attributed as an artifact from the methodology work up
[3] Although pseudoecgonine a pseudococaine hydrolysis product has been previously
identified in illicit cocaine [4] pseudococaine had been only tentatively denmied o date
[5] Recent work in our laboratory has definitively characterized pseudococaine n coca
leaf and illicit cocaine samples
Received for publicauon 28 Feb 1994 revised manuscript received 15 May 1994 accepted or
publication 16 May 1994
U S Drug Enforcement Administration Special Tesung and Research Laboratory McLean VA
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Reta JudalV B.S. and Kevin Lothndge,' M.S.M.

An Evaluation of 42 Accelerant Detection Canine Teams

R L U L R E N C E ; Tindall R and Lothndge. K., "An Evaluation of
42 Ucelerant Detection Canine Teams,' Journal of Forensic
SL ences. JFSCA, Vol 40, No 4, July 1995, pp 561-564
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subjects tested represented 39 canines, 39 handlers, and 10 trainers
from across the United States
Each test served to evaluate a different aspect of accelerant
detection, scent discrimination, accelerant locauon, detection of
various types of accelerants, and detecuon limits The Scent Discrimination Tests (Test I and Test 2) were devised to determine the
canine's ability to discriminate between accelerants and common
pyroiysis products. The Accelerant Locauon Test (Test 3) was
designed to demonstrate the canine s ability to indicate the precise
location of the accelerant. The Classes of Accelerants Test (Test
4) determined the canine's ability to detect various classes of
accelerants (i.e., light petroleum products, medium petroleum products, heavy petroleum products, isopars and gasoline) The final
test. The Detection Limits Test (Test 5), was created to determine
if the lowest idenuficanon limits of the laboratory for a common
accelerant (gasoline) was within the detection range of the canine

\&$ TRACT: It is esnmated thai over 200 accelerant detection
canines (ADCs) are currently assisnng in fire mvesugaoons
throughout the United States On many occasions, their ability and
reliability have been called into question The Pinellas County
Forensic Laboratory evaluated 42 accelerant detection canine teams
in their ability to discriminate between common accelerants and
pyroiysis products, to detect common accelerants at low concentrations, to precisely locate accelerants and, to detect different classes
ot accelerants Tnjrniatfly fK^ Ynifflff ijrp-'-UK,1,*Y ""* ""fill
effectiveness vaned from r^n* t$ garr*1* ™fl r™"^*rr ^gj^n^uand_appcared to be somewhatJjmittd hY rh t canine's training.
handlingand maintenance While most of the canine teams pertormea extremely well and could be an asset to fire investigation,
smpe proved tn K* niwlmhlj* A U,fl|v«rsal ^ p r l q r ^ ^ n f f* "nnA*T\
n^Pon of all accelerant: detecfjnn r a n i n y cnn|fi nnr hq rnfrH* how-

ever endorsements of sp-gitir --"•"» "irm Xll rra,m>— %UMrm
possible tverv worlang canine team should be evaluated ndependelnTV Routine testing is imperative to establish the canine abilities
anaUrffltahdrts'
"
'

The tests were^ performed in conjunction with various national
and local canine association meetings Pamcipauon in the testing
was voluntary Although some of the trainers present utilized the
testing for recertification of their canines, it was the intent ot this
study to simply gather data, not determine what constituted pass
or fail.
The role of a canine in fire investigation is to locate residual
accelerants The search techniques are defined by the canine *
training and behavior Canines indicate the presence and location
of accelerants by sitting, pomung, digging and/or chewing Some
are quite aggressive in their response, others are verv subtle Some
of the canines are rewarded for finding an accelerant with tood,
others with play Because the canines behavior vaned, the handlers
were instructed to locate the accelerants in the various tests by
whatever search and reward techniques they commonly used As
a result, accelerant locauon was determined by the handler, based
on then* interpretation of the canines behavior The anaivsts were
instructed to prepare the samples and record the handlers response.

KEYWORDS: cnmmalistics, canines, fire investigation accelerant detection, arson

Forensic laboratories are limited in the detection and identification of accelerants in fire debns by the contents of the samples
submitted from the field. Investigators are Limited in sample collection bv the nature of the fire and destruction level of the scene.
It can be difficult to locate areas where flammable or combustible
liquids have survived the heat and suppression associated with an
accelerated fire While taking numerous samples would increase
the odds of receiving posmve laboratory results in the event of
an accelerated fire, it also greatly increases the ume and cost of
analysis. Electronic "sniffers" were devised to assist the investigator in locating residual accelerants; however, these devices often
cannot discriminate accelerants from common pyroiysis products.
Canines have the ability to detect and discriminate scents at low
levels This is evident by the popularity and effecuveness of drug,
explosives and tracking canines. Accelerant detection c™'™** wr™imrrxliirffH fft lnraf^ r ^ p ^ ^ l accelerant* w^fr rqprf 3 r r i ' " ' < " i fllTTl

sionj»nj* wi^pviry than the electronic detectors
Accelerant detection canines (ADCs) are becoming commonplace in fire investigations. Their popularity has led to criticism
and debate regarding their use, accuracy and reliability This study
was devised to evaluate as many ADC teams as possible. The

Canine and handlers were evaluated as teams Some canines
had more than one handler and some handlers had more than one
canine As a result, of the 39 canines and 39 handlers. 42 teams
were assessed. Time constraints and conference scheduling did
not allow for all the teams to perform ail the tests Canine teams
in attendance at more than one meeting were tested at each and
their results combined.
Procedure
Test J—Basic Seem

Discnminanon

Individual samples consisting of five quart cans were prepared
for each canine team. Can 1 contained a T x V piece ot vellow<
pine which was ignited with a propane torch and allowed to free
burn for 2-3 minutes before extinguishment by smothering Can
2 contained a 2" x 2" piece of high density polyethylene iHDPEV

Received for pubheanon 27 June 1994 revised manuscript 28 Oct
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gnned *uh a propane torch and allowed to free burn for aDprtfX?
mateiv h-^0 seconds Can 3 contained approximately 10 sty**-'
foam peanuts which were heated until it had diminista^o roughly
half the original amount Can 4 contained T x 2 (jSfcs of carpet
(50% nylon 50% polyester) anH rh.pped foam carpet pad which
were ignited with a propane torch ana allowed to tree burn for
2-3 minutes before extinguishment by smothering Can 5 contained
a Kimwipe tissue with 3 u.L of 50% gasoline (evaporated W
volume) added with a 10 u,L syringe
The cans were placed in a line approximately 10 apart The
handlers were instructed to use their canine to determine which
sample contained an accelerant Since the training and behavior
of each canine team is unique the search techniques varied and
were defined by the individual handlers
Test 2—Mixed Matrix Scent Discrimination
A mixed matrix of burned pine plastic (high density polyethvl
ene) carpet (50% nylon 50% polyester) chipped foam carpet pad
and styrofoam were prepared by placing 100 2* x 2" pieces of
each item into a clean unused 50 gallon steel drum The mixture
was ignited with propane torches and allowed to free burn for
approximately 10 minutes before extinguishment bv smothering
The mixture was aggressively stirred both during and after the
heating process The burned debns was randomly divided into
quart paint cans
Five cans were prepared for each team Two microliters of 50%
evaporated gasoline were added to 1-3 of the samples using a 10
u,L syringe The cans were placed in a line approximately 10*
apart The handlen were unaware of the number or location of
the spiked samples They were instructed to locate any accelerants
as in Test 1
Test 3—Location Accuracy
A piece of l" X 4" X 24" board was marked into 6 numbered
4" x 4" sections with a grapnite pencil Three microliters (3 ui.)
of 50% evaporated gasoline were placed in the center of one square
with a 10 p,L syringe The spot was allowed to dry sufficiendy
so there was no visible evidence of an accelerant [Tie ADC team
was instructed to determine which square contained the accelerant
Test 4—Classes of Accelerants
Ten quart cans were prepared for each canine team Each can
contained a clean cotton ball Immediately preceding the test four
of the cans were spiked with 5 ui- of various accelerants Ronsonol
Lighter Fluid (light petroleum product). Royal Oak Charcoal
Lighter (medium petroleum product), diesel fuel (h« aw petroleum
product) and Gulf Lite Charcoal Starter (isopamffinic mixture)
The six remaining cans were used as controls The cans were
randomly placed in two lines of five cans each The handlers were
unaware of the number and location of the a< ceierant-laced
samples
Test 5—Detectability Lmuts
Cotton balls were placed in 5 quart paint cans One v,an was
spiked with 0 05 uX of 50% evaporated gasoline utilizing a 0 5
u,L positive displacement syringe (Scientific Glass Engineering)
The cans were placed in a line approximately 10" apart in random
order The handlers were unaware of the number amd location of
spiked samples The procedure was repeated with 0 01 p.L and
0 005 uJL of 50% evaporated gasoline

Results and ToncluMon
The majority of the canine teams 60%) pertormed the >csrt
discrimination tests without error (Table 1 and 2) Missed acceier
ants accounted for the most errors (28 of 40) representing 16 of
the 39 canines tested Several of the misses could be attributed
to handler error In several instances canines indicated on positive
samples and were ignored or removed by their handlers This
appeared to be a problem with the handler s training and confidence
rather than a reflection of the canine s ability
False positives were of the largest concern but were not common 20% of all canines tested had false indications of these the
frequency of false positives ranged from 5% to 25% Handlers
were encouraged to consult with trainers to evaluate and correct
problems As opposed to a proficient canine one which routinely
indicates on common pyrolysis products would minimize the hkeli
hood of postive laboratory results
The value of the accelerant detection canine to the fire invesiigator Ues strictly in sample collection Lnder normal circumstances

TABLE 1 —Test 1 basic scent discrimination
Team
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10
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-\BL£ 2—Test 2 mixed matrix—scent discrimination
Total
Cans

Positive
Samples

Indications

False
Positives

15

6
I
2
2
5
5
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
0
6
1
0
1
2
2
4
2
6
4
5
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
6
3
6
5
1
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0
0
I
t
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
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0
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0
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0
0
0
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1000
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TABLE 3—Test 3 'ocatwn accurac\

1?
Accuracv

0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
0
">
3
2
2
2
4
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
—
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an investigator can determine if and where an accelerant was used
in a fire It is much more difficult to determine where residual
accelerant has survived a fire Most of the canine teams (60%)
were able to indicate precisely the locaaon of a 3 u.L drop of
gasoline (Table 3), which demonstrated the need for the handler/
investigator to take precise samples Samp|c* fafan y from a f
can^ft> indication may not contain residual accelerants, thus the
laboratory findings may not reveal tlammable or combustiblejiq""uias wruch would corroborate the canine s findings This test also
stresses the importance of the canine team re-checking samples
after they have been collected (in sample containers) to determine
if the collected sample does, in fact, contain the residual accelerant
Fourteen of the seventeen canines which participated in Test 4
(Classes of Accelerants) were trained primarily on 50% evaporated
gasoline. The other three were trained on a variety of common
accelerants (Table 4) Seventy six percent (76%) accurately indicated on the light petroleum product (Ronsonol lighter fluid) This
represented 11 of the 14 trained on gasoline and 2 of the 3 trained
on various accelerants. Eighty eight percent (88%) correctly indicated on the medium petroleum product (Royal Oak charcoal

Canine Team

Correct

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

X
X
X

40
41
42
Totals
Percent

Off one
square

OfftVrO

squares

>T*D
squares

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
—

X
—

24
615

10
25 6

4
103

lighter fluid) The two teams which failed to mdicate were trained
on 50% evaporated gasoline Ninety four percent (94%) indicated
on the heavy petroleum product (diesel fuel) The team that did
not was trained on 50% evaporated gasohne Eighty eight percent
(88%) of the camnes indicated on a flammable isopanffinc -ruxture
(Gulf-Lite charcoal lighter fluid) The two misses represented
camnes trained on 50% evaporated gasoline Overall, the misses
represented five of the seventeen canines The majontv ot the
canines trained on 50% evaporated gasoline (10 of 14 ir ^l^o)
could locate accelerants from all the classes Two of the three
(66%) canines trained on a vanetv of accelerants could locate ail
the accelerants, however, since this group was poorl / represented
these figures could not be used to determine whicn training technique is more effective
The analysis techniques utilized by this laboratory have a lower
threshold identification limit ot 0 I microliter ot gasoline in a
quart paint can Of the five canines involved in the detection limiii
test, all five could locate gasoline at that level (Table 5) Four of

TABLE 4—T«f 4 Classes of accelerants
Team
No
1
6
7
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
23
24
28
30
35
38
39
Totals:
Percent.

Trained On

Light

Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Various
Accelerants
Various
Accelerants
Gasohne
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Various
Accelerants
17 teams

X
X
X

Medium Heavy
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

Isopar Gasoline
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

15
88 2

16
941

15
88 2

17
1000

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
13
76 5

X
X
X
X
X

The canine and the iaooratorv are tooti or tne investigator to
aid in locating and identifying flammable or c^moustibie squids
in a suspicious fire The determination ot the cause or a fire is
the role of the investigator and is based primarily on the vi^uai
evidence left by the fire The identification of an accelerant is
secondary to the scene investigation and does not, in itself, determine 'arson.' Arson does not require flammable or combustiOie
liquids, common combustibles are often used to start or accelerate
fires. The presence of flammable or combustible liquids does not,
in itself, preclude arson, as there are numerous flammable and
combustible liquids incidental to most aspects of life The roles
of the investigators, laboratory, and canines should be understood
and well defined. Misuse of the canines to determine 'arson' is
not uncommon and should be discouraged
The canine can, and should, be a valuable tool for the investigator
in locaang residual accelerants A properly trained and maintained
canine would be more sensitive and accurate than electronic
devices currently used for the same purpose Bv taking specific
samples, the investigator can submit fewer samples for laboratory
analysis thus reducing the time and cost of analysis Special care
should be given to continual evaluation and testing ot the canines
to ascertain that their level of competence is maintained
Acknowledgments

TABLE 5—Test 5 detectabiticv limits
Canine Team
1
16
25
26
38

0 005
0u05
0 005
001
o >35

the five could detect the gasohne at a level 0 005 microliters (the
minimum volume limit of the dispensing syringe)
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Today as in history, mans best friend is playing an important
role in the fire service to assist fire/arson investigators in
locating evidence of ignitable liquids. Termed Accelerant
Detection Canine, these animals have provided substantial
assistance to agencies across the United States and Canada.
For the purpose of this paper, it should be clarified that the
term Accelerant Detector Canine refers to a canine trained to
detect and locate trace amounts of ignitable liquids.
In the early 1980's a feasibility study was conducted in the
State of Connecticut to test a canines ability to locate and
give a specific response to the odor of ignitable liquids. This
feasibility study soon progressed to a project program. On
May 1, 1986 training began on the world's first Accelerant
Detection Canine. A black Labrador retriever, named Mattie,
was obtained from the Guide Dog Foundation and Trained by
the Connecticut State Police (CSP) to react to the odor of
ignitable liquids. The project program lasted for one year and
surpassed all expectations of the project. This project was
the combined efforts and cooperation of three agencies; The
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF),
Connecticut State Police, and the New Haven State's

httD://www. usDcak9.com/trainin2/accelerant.shtml
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Attorney's Office. Due to the overwhelming interest across
the United States and Canada, CSP and BATF began training
Accelerant detection canine teams throughout the United
States.
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These teams have been strategically located throughout the
United States. To date there are forty-nine Accelerant
detection canine teams working across the United States that
have been trained by the CSP and BATF. All of these teams
are certified yearly by CSP and BATF and are attached to the
four BATF National Response Teams. Other state, municipal,
and private organizations, utilizing various training
methodologies, have placed Accelerant detection canine
teams into operation. It is estimated that approximately two
hundred Accelerant detection canine teams are operating in
the United States alone.
Using canines donated from the Guide Dog RJurldation and
The Guiding Eyes For The Blind, CSP and BATF trained
canines are trained using the Traditional Pavlovian
Conditioning. During the training , these canmes are
imprinted with the odor of 50% evaporated gasoline. A
primary positive response (alert) by the canine assumes a
"sit" position. This response by the canine is then reinforced
by a food reward. This was the method of choice since food is
a high priority of the canine. These canines are trained on a
daily basis to discriminate between pyrolysis products
normally found at fire scenes and pyrolysis products
containing a ignltable liquid. Once fully trained, these canines
are 100% accurate during their daily training. This
methodology is very efficient in locating the exact spot for
the evidence technician to collect a fire debris sample to
ensure the high probability of a positive result from the crime
laboratory, once the sample is analyzed.
Although These canines have been very successful assisting
in fire/arson investigations, one must understand that these
canines are only a tool to assist fire/arson investigators in
locating traces of ignitable liquids. The canine, however, is
not an infallible tool. There is a high probability that an
ignitable liquid is present when a properly trained canine
alerts. However, some pyrolysis products will solicit a
positive reaction from these canines. The canine will never
replace the trained and experienced fire/arson investigator.
The canine alert does not prove or disprove that a crime has
been committed or omitted. It certainly does not prove that
ignitable liquids were used in the commission of the crime of
arson or unlawful burning. Samples must be collected by a
qualified evidence technician familiar with the canine
program and confirmed by the crime laboratory to determine
if the samples contain ignitable liquids. Fire/Arson
investigators, canine handlers, and chemist must work in
concert to corroborate each other to establish that a crime
has been committed or omitted.
Most jurisdictions are utilizing canines for a number of types
of searches. These searches include fire scenes, equipment

searches for contamination purposes, vehicle searches both
burned and unburned, crowd searches, clothing lineup
searches, and area searches. These types of searches will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.
USES OF THE CANINE:
Fire Scene Searches:
The utilization of a canine to search a fire scene reduces the
amount of man hours expended by fire/arson investigators.
Canine teams can survey large areas in half the time it takes
an investigator to complete a search of the same area. This is
primarily due to the mobility and the keen olfactory senses
that the canines possesses.
Utilization of the canine to search for ignitable liquids reduces
the number of samples that the evidence technician needs to
collect. This is based on the fact that alerts given by properly
trained and maintained canine teams yields a high
probability that ignitable liquids are present.
Investigators no longer have to collect "pot shot" samples
based on fire behavior and burn patterns. Canine searches of
fire scenes are also identifying locations where a perpetrator
(s) have poured ignitable liquids that have not ignited. In
some cases investigators are overlooking these areas.
Identification of these areas shows more intent on the part of
the perpetrator when the case goes to trial.
Once samples have been collected from the fire scene, these
samples can be rechecked by the canine team prior to
sealing off the evidence container, to ensure that the
evidence technician has collected the debris sample in a
location that has a high probability of containing an ignitable
liquid.
EQUIPMENT SEARCHES:
In one of the most publicized trials of the century, i.e. State
of California vs. Orenthal James Simpson, the importance of
using clean, uncontaminated evidence collection
utensils/tools to collect fire debris samples should be of
utmost.importance to the evidence technician. A number of
reports have suggested that the Accelerant detection canine
olfactory senses is 200 times more sensitive than that of a
human nose. Some reports even suggest that the canine can
detect quantities of ignitable liquids below the detection
limits of the laboratory instrumentation. Based on these two
issues, Accelerant detection canine teams are being utilized
to search the evidence collection utensils/tools utilized by
evidence technicians after decontamination of the collection
utensils to ensure that there is no cross contamination of the
samples during the collection process. Searches of the
utensils/tools is also being conducted when the collection
process is completed and the utensils/tools are prepared for
storage.
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VEHICLE SEARCHES:
Both burned and unburned vehicles are being searched by
Accelerant detection canine teams. However, in the search of
the burned vehicle, one must understand that a vehicle
contains many common forms of ignitable liquids that will
solicit a positive reaction by the canine. It will be the task of
the trained fire/arson investigator to make the
determination, through sound investigative practices and
procedures, that the ignitable liquids located by the canine
were common or uncommon to the area they were located in.
This determination will either prove or disprove that a crime
has been committed.
Unburned vehicles of potential suspect (s) are being searched
provided that all applicable search and seizure criteria has
been met by the investigative team. Documented searches
across the country have assisted investigators in gathering
physical evidence from the suspect (s) vehicle containing
ignitable liquids used in commission of arson and unlawful
burning cases. These searches have assisted in a conviction
of the suspect (s).
CROWD SEARCHES:
As most trained fire/arson investigators are aware, some fire
setters like to remain on the fire scene or even return to the
fire scene to watch their handy work. The canines are very
social animals and provide no threat to the public. The
canines received socialization training from a puppy walk
family associated with The Guide Dog Foundation or Guiding
Eyes for the Blind. Utilizing the canine to participate in a
non-solicited/non-directed search of the crowd gathered to
watch the fire suppression activities has assisted
investigators in identifying suspect (s) early in an
investigation. Although a positr - reaction to a person (s)
does not mean that this person
set the fire, it does give
the investigator a reasonable SL . jicion to question the
individual in which the canine alerted to gather more data
concerning why the canine indicated on this particular person
(s).
Once a suspect (s) have been identified, directed searches of
the suspect (s) can be performed utilizing the canine. This
type of search can only be performed if all criteria of the
forth amendment right has been met, i.e. consent, search
warrant, or search incident to arrest. This search is
performed by introducing a subject (s) suspected of having
ignitable liquids on or about their person (s) into a line of
individuals that is known not to have ignitable liquids on or
about their person (s). The canine is then allowed to search
the entire line of individuals identifying the suspect (s) which
have a high probability of having ignitable liquids on or about
their person (s).
CLOTHING SEARCHES:
Once investigators have identified a suspect (s), the canine is
utilized to search the clothing of the suspect (s). Again this
search can only be performed if all criteria of the forth
~~\rCl
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amendment have been satisfied, i.e. consent, search
warrant, or search incident to arrest. This search is
performed in somewhat the same fashion as a photo lineup is
completed. The suspect (s) clothing is introduced among
known clothing containing no ignitable liquids. The canine
team searches the entire clothing lineup, identifying the
exact spot on the clothing that contains ignitable liquids. This
type of search was utilized in the Branch Davidian fire in
1993 which resulted in convictions.
AREA SEARCHES:
Many fire setters leave physical evidence behind during the
act of fire setting. This physical evidence may contain
ignitable liquid residues. This evidence may be located in
areas in which investigators pay little or no attention to, i.e.
exterior curtilage, fields, woods, etc. By the utilization of the
canine team to search these areas for this evidence, large
areas outside of the fire scene can quickly be searched to
locate this physical evidence left by the fire setter. This type
of search again reduces manpower and saves time. Physical
evidence that may not otherwise been located by the
fire/arson investigator is located and used to corroborate the
investigative teams findings of an incendiary fire.
MISUSES OF THE CANINE:
As discussed earlier, utilization of an Accelerant detector
canine results in a high probability of positive laboratory
finding for the presence of ignitable liquids. Although the
canine is 100% accurate during daily training many
individuals perceive that this accuracy should also be
consistent during blind searches at fire scenes, crowd
searches, area searches, and clothing lineups. This is simply
not true. The canine is not infallible. Conformation of the
canine alert must occur. This is completed by collecting
samples at the exact spot of the canine alert and submitting
the samples to a qualified laboratory for analysis for the
presence of ignitable liquids. Any alert given by the canine
that is not confirmed by laboratory analysis should be
considered an unconfirmed indication of the presence of an
ignitable liquid for the purposes of origin and cause
determination. Forensic scientists have not yet determined
the exact triggering process which solicit a positive alert by
the canine for the presence of ignitable liquids. Therefore,
any testimony given by canine handlers as to the presence of
ignitable liquids, based on the canine alert alone, without
collation of samples, and the samples being confirmed by the
qualified laboratory, should not be admitted into evidence at
trial.
There are three recent cases in which evidence of an alert by
an Accelerant detector canine have been allowed into
evidence. Supreme Court of Iowa vs. Roy Laverne Buller No.
146/93-701 May 25, 1994 involved inconclusive laboratory
results. Supreme Court of Delaware vs. David J. Reisch No.
426, 1992 June 4, 1993 involved no laboratory test
completed on a sample that was collected. State of New

Jersey vs. Acevedo, case no. A-1896-91T4 involved negative
laboratory results on samples that were collected. In These
cases, the handlers were allowed to give expert testimony as
to their canines reactions at the fire scene for the presence of
ignitable liquids. This testimony was only allowed after a
sufficient foundation was laid by the prosecutor concerning
the training, experience, reliability, and the past
conformation rate of the canine.
The cases were not prosecuted solely on the fact that the
canine alerted indicating the presence of ignitable liquids
proving the fires to be incendiary. In these cases experienced
fire/arson investigators testified what the fire was incendiary
in nature and that burn patterns consistent with ignitable
liquid pour patterns were present in the fire scenes. The
testimony of the canine handlers only corroborated the
fire/arson investigators opinion that the fires were incendiary
by the use of ignitable liquids based on their canines
reactions. No positive laboratory results were introduced to
confirm the use of ignitable liquids.
It is the opinion of many handlers, trainers, forensic chemist
and professional fire/arson investigators that testimony given
by canine handlers that a particular fire is incendiary in
nature based solely on positive reactions by their canine for
the presence ignitable liquids by their canine partners, is a
gross misuse of the Accelerant detector caninq&LAcceierant
Detection Canines are only a tool to assist Are/arson
investigators and evidence technicians In locating the exact
spo* In which to collect a fire debris sample that has a high
probability of containing ignitable liquids. Samples should be
collected and confirmed by laboratory analysis that ignitable
liquids are present in the fire scene. This in itself still should
not be the determining factor to prove that a fire was
incendiary in nature. Testimony by a qualified fire/arson
investigator should carry the greater weight of the case that
the fire was incendiary in nature.
The use of Accelerant Detection Canines that have been
trained on the methodology of unsound professional training
techniques have increased throughout the United States.
These methodologies of training have given rise to concern in
that these canines are not being trained daily and validated
yearly. Constant discrimination training must occur to endure
that the canine is properly discriminating between pyrolysis
products commonly found in fire scenes and ignitable liquids.
These canines should also be trained at a level in which a
qualified laboratory can consistently find ignitable liquids in
suspect samples submitted. Canine handlers must maintain
current daily training records for court purposes. Crime
laboratories are encouraged to maintain strict records on
canine alerts that are submitted for analysis for the purposes
of proficiency rating of the canines.
These concerns have prompted the National Fire Protection
Association to propose a Tentative Interim Amendment (TIA)
to NFPA Guideline 921. This TIA addresses the proper use
V t f + V * • I IwrwniT
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and misuses of the Accelerant detector canine.
Accelerant Detector Canines, properly trained and used, can
be a very effective investigative tool for the fire/arson
investigator. It is the responsibility of professionals in the
field of fire/arson investigation and professional canine
trainers/handlers to ensure this valuable tool is used properly
to accomplish our arson mitigation goals in the United
States.
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